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Preface
To many the beginning of a study is the hardest part.

This is what Verschuren & Doorewaard claim (2007, p. 9). And rightly so for undersigned. After
starting with the thesis in a flow of enthusiasm I quickly saw myself enrolled in a provincial
government significantly reducing the amount of time available for research. Ever since there have
been waves of attention alternated by periods in which no time at all was dedicated to the thesis.
Unfortunately, my supervisor at the time was not very much gifted with the talent to motivate, which
contributed to delays on the project. In 2009 I changed employer to another regional government, a
full time employment demanding a lot of time and effort. It could also been seen in another light: I
was granted the privilege to work in two provincial governments already from the start of the work
on the thesis. As such I was really close to the objects of study and the persons involved in matters of
public transport.
With the completion of this thesis I hope to finish a Master’s degree in spatial planning at the
University of Nijmegen (the Netherlands). Similarly to the infrastructure projects that are discussed in
this thesis, and in part the result of the reasons outlined above, this process has had its due course of
delay. The relief that finally it will come to a desirable end is considerable.
An important role in the eventual completion of the thesis is played by dr. Karel Martens who
has been most flexible in accepting to supervise my thesis after having unsuccessfully worked on the
project under another supervisor. Furthermore I want to thank the my parents for their occasional
moral support; Anna-Sophie for her unrelenting belief in the successful completion of the thesis;
Casper Stelling and Frans Blanker from MuConsult for their intellectual assistance and support during
some dire hours in the progress of the research; my colleagues at the provincial government of
Utrecht, in particular Gert, Paul, Ellen, Jan and Cor for their confidence and support; my former
colleagues at the provincial government of Noord-Brabant, in particular Roger for his opportunity to
launch a career in government; and Thea for her motherly speeches on the completion of the thesis
that I was only too ignorant not to put into effect.
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1 Introduction
This thesis is about railway stations. More specifically: newly constructed regional railway stations. In
the Netherlands many such new stations are planned. However, progress on realisation tends to be
slow. Planned realisation dates are commonly missed by a few years. Reports on delays in some
cases seem on-going1. This thesis purports to investigate in detail the aspects which cause these
delays. As such this thesis presents a learning device with which recommendations can be presented
in order improve the pace of the realisation of new railway stations. That is what this thesis is about.
The next paragraph sketches the outlook of the introductory chapter.
Section 1.1 deals with the question why new regional railway stations are being developed (to
what policy goals do they contribute?) and introduces the problem of the slow development of new
regional stations. Section 1.2 briefly sketches the background of slowly developing infrastructure
projects of which stations are just one element. In section 1.3 the problem statement and the
research question are formulated. Section 1.4 devises a conceptual model for our study consisting of
a stepwise approach for our study to answer the research question. Furthermore, sub questions are
presented. Section 1.5 outlines both the societal and scientific relevance of the topic under
investigation. Finally, section 1.6 provides the outline for the remainder of the thesis.

1.1 Renewed attention for new regional railway stations
In the Netherlands there has been an increasing amount of attention for the railways including
stations lately. This development goes hand in hand with the growing number of passengers using
regional railways (e.g. KpVV, 2008). In political arenas questions are raised about increasing the
capacity of regional lines and also locations for new stations are suggested. The increasing political
attention for new stations is e.g. exemplified by the beleidsnota nieuwe stations (a policy note
commissioned by the Dutch transport minister taking stock of all plans for new stations in the
Netherlands) of 1999 or more recently requests for new stations at the address of the national
government by such widely divergent political parties as SP (Roemer, 2008, pp. 16, 22) and CU
(Cramer, 2008)2. A CU spokesman states that her party ‘claims attention for slow procedures and

1

For a recent example see De Gelderlander (2012) about a delay for the proposed railway station Nijmegen De
Goffert: http://www.gelderlander.nl/voorpagina/nijmegen/10766329/Station-Goffert-later%2C-maarm%C3%A9t-kap.ece
2
The SP (Socialistiche Partij) is a Dutch political party at the very left wing of the political spectrum while the
CU (ChristenUnie) sits rather at the right wing
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obsolete norms for the construction of new railway stations’ (Verkeerskunde, 2009, italics by
author).
Public attention for new railway stations is likewise considerable. This is reflected by e.g.
extended media coverage and crowded official openings3. Two trends can be identified which have
contributed to current attention for the railways in general, one of spatial-transportational nature,
another of an ecological nature. Furthermore, there are two other trends related to spatial-economic
issues that have refocused attention on the development of new regional railway stations. These are
the ideas that new stations can work as a catalyst in local/regional economic development and that
stations facilitate a high quality of spatial development in their surroundings.

1.1.1

A spatial-economic trend: growing congestion

A first trend identified indirectly forming the basis of the attention for new regional stations is of a
spatial-transportational nature. The massive growth of the automobile in terms of passenger and
freight kilometres during the 20th century has seen many main roads grow strongly congested,
especially at peak hours (Filarski, 2004). In other words, road use has gained a large part of the modal
split. The modal split depicts which share each mode has in total mobility. The modal split in the
Netherlands in 2007 is shown in figure 1.1.

2,9

7,2

6,1
Car (driver/passenger)
Train

8

Bus/tram/metro
Cycling
75,8

Other

Figure 1.1: Modal split in the Netherlands in terms of passenger kilometres (freight kilometres excluded), 2007, in %;
the dominance of the automobile with a share of roughly three quarters is obvious
Source: Adapted from CBS Statline – Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek

3

See e.g.: Gelderlander, De (2009). Grote drukte bij opening station in Molenhoek. Retrieved 6 May, 2009 from:
http://www.gelderlander.nl/voorpagina/nijmegen/4929852/Grote-drukte-bij-opening-station-in-Molenhoek.ece
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New regional railway stations can be instrumental to reduce the dominance of the automobile in the
modal split thereby decreasing congestion trouble. Automobiles (and trucks) lose substantial
amounts of time in traffic jams which leads to economic damage in the form of longer travel times
and more fuel consumption (CEC, 2009). Moreover, estimated travel times become less reliable. In a
small and very densely populated country such as the Netherlands this problem has special
relevance. For example, EVO & TLN estimated that in 2007 total economic damage as a result of
congestion in the Netherlands amounts to be more than € 700 mln annually (EVO & TLN, 20074). In
contrast to earlier ideas, it has now been widely acknowledged politically that it is not feasible to
simply expand the road infrastructure such as to meet the (peak hour) demand for it. The growth of
the demand for road kilometres has simply been too strong to accommodate. The Nota Mobiliteit (a
national mobility plan issued by the transportation ministry) implicitly acknowledged this: its subtitle
already is significant. It reads: “Towards a reliable and predictable accessibility” (V&W, 2004).
Reliability and predictability can be read here as second-rate alternatives to reducing travel time
(Banister, 2007, p. 74). Of course, it should also not be read that no new road infrastructure is
envisaged. Nevertheless, accepting that congestion cannot be solved by increasing road capacity
alone, it is considered desirable by almost all political orientations that some of the passenger and
freight kilometres be transferred to collective modalities such as trains. In other words, this ambition
calls for a modal shift (towards collective modalities). If more stations are built (bringing access
points to the railways closer to where people live, work, etc.) the railways become a more attractive
mode of travel and its modal share may be expected to grow. In the words of Van Wee & Dijst (2002,
pp. 87-8): “The proximity of a station can play an important role in choosing for public transport”.

1.1.2

The sustainability trend

The second trend is of a social-ecological nature. It can be illustrated by a growing emphasis on
sustainability. The concept of sustainability was first coined in the publication of the Brundtland
report in 1987 (WCED, 1987). Ever since, the term has had an enormous development of its own,
various parties using the term to their own effect. As a result, today, the concept is open to many
different interpretations. The Brundtland report defined sustainability as “forms of progress that
meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
needs” (ibid.). In other words: Sustainable developments are those that do not harm the interests of

4

We note that EVO and TLN are interest groups defending the interests of the freight industry; they may be
expected to overstate the economic damage as a result of traffic congestion (in order to strengthen their claim
for solutions to congestion at the address of (national) government).
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future generations. A balance should be maintained between the environmental, social and
economic spheres. Practically all (policy) sectors have embraced the sustainability discourse. The
transportation sector is no exception. A mass of literature has been written on the topic (see e.g.
Verhoef & Feitelson, 2001).
In the transportation sector the sustainability discourse has translated into several political
ambitions, one being to stimulate the use of environmentally friendly modes of transport such as
trains or cycling. It is generally accepted that private automobiles and trucks cause a high amount of
pollution relatively. Locally, by emitting e.g. nitrogen oxide (NOX) and fine particles (PM10) which have
the potential to cause damage to respiration organs. Globally, by emitting the greenhouse gas (GHG)
carbon dioxide (co2) which is the most important contributor to the enhanced greenhouse effect
popularly known as global warming (CEC, 2009). The transportation sector is an important
contributor to air pollution, but the effects split down per modality varies strongly. A relatively clean
mode of transport is the railway (both passengers and freight, assuming a certain degree of
occupation). CBS has calculated for the Netherlands that in 2007 total investments (by companies,
households) in the transportation sector with an eye to reducing environmental impact amounted to
€653 million, €557 million of which (85%) in road transit (CBS, 2009). Therefore, many governments
try to decrease the environmental impact of automobiles by stimulating a modal shift: relatively
more passenger and freight kilometres should be made by environmentally friendly modes of
transport such as trains (Banister, 2007, p. 75-6).
The concept of modal shift was developed by the European Commission which has proven itself
to be a staunch advocate of a sustainable transportation system (see e.g. CEC, 2003, 2006 & 2009). A
new railway station can (as access and exit points to the railway network) help to attain a modal shift
because it decreases the average distance between residents and railway stations on the one hand
and destinations (activities) and railway stations on the other. The time needed to reach a railway
station is one of the variables that determine which modality is chosen. Annema (in Dijst & Van Wee,
2002) identify two additional of such ‘resistances to travel’ (what people have to invest in order to
travel), being costs, and effort. A station in a closer proximity decreases the amount of time needed
to access the railways, thus making it a more attractive alternative vis-à-vis other modes. In other
words, “making it easier to use public transport” (Banister, 2007, p. 75).
Two additional ideas that have contributed to the attention for new regional railway stations are
of a spatial-economic nature. They are discussed next.
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1.1.3

New stations as a catalyst for economic development

The third trend is the idea the new stations can function as a catalyst for economic development in
the vicinity of the station. The underlying rationale is that a new station increases the accessibility of
a region making it more attractive for people to reside in or for companies to settle in. New
companies bring job opportunities in turn reinforcing the regions attractiveness. As such, these
developments go hand in hand. As a result of this expectation with regards to new regional railway
stations, many regional governments in the Netherlands have included this as an objective in their
‘masterplans’ for the region, e.g. Randstadspoor (Randstadspoor, 2009), Stadsregiorail (Stadsregio
Arnhem Nijmegen, 2007) and OV-netwerk Brabantstad (Brabantstad, 2009).

1.1.4

New stations as a structuring force for high-quality spatial development

Related to the trend described above is the fourth trend which consists of the idea that stations can
facilitate a high-quality spatial development around them (Lastdrager & Bonnemayer, 2008). In the
domain of spatial policy the concept of spatial quality has gained the status of a central theme
(Soeterbroek, Edelenbos & Nooteboom, 2003). The underlying rationale is that (new) stations can
work as a structuring force where the central pole is represented by the station itself. The station
offers travellers a high-capacity entrance or exit to the region with relatively low level negative
externalities such as congestion or air pollution. The station is thus the pole of attraction making land
(real estate) prices in the closest vicinity of the station highest. Further away from the central pole
prices are lower. As such, a hierarchical pattern of spatial development ‘naturally’ grows around the
station. As ‘masterplan’ which truly revolves around this concept is the Stedenbaan programme
(Stedenbaan, 2009) in the southern area of the Randstad.
Stations structuring spatial and economic development is in fact central thought in the concept of
transit oriented development (or TOD). A few years ago a sort of ‘handbook’ entirely dedicated to
TOD has been published (Curtis, Renne & Bertolini, 2009). This concept has grown in the United
States as an example how to successfully link up public transport and spatial-urban development
policies (Van der Bijl & De Zeeuw, 2009). The principal idea is that high quality public transport
should be available in very early stages of development (p. 9). For otherwise, in the absence thereof,
new entrants to the area will use their private automobile. Once new entrants have chosen one or
other modality it has proven very difficult to have them choose another (Lastdrager & Bonnemayer,
2009). Habituation in the choice of modality is a very strong determinant for future choices of
modality (Dijst & Van Wee, 2002). So, spatial-urban economic development follows public transport
development. A central pole in the form of a station could form the basis of this development.
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Obviously, this dynamic is not exclusively reserved for new stations, it works in the same manner for
existing stations (see e.g. Kooij & Schouwstra, 2003).

1.1.5

Towards an improvement of regional railways: new railway stations

All four of these trends/ideas have contributed to the contemporary attention for new regional
railway stations, either by the idea that a modal shift could be instrumental in decreasing congestion
and improving (mainly local) air conditions or by the idea that stations can improve the economic
attractiveness and spatial quality of a region. Naturally, these are not the exclusive solutions to the
stated problems. For example, the modal shift could also be attained by pricing policies (e.g. road
charging thus making car use more expensive). Likewise, regional economic development could also
be stimulated by a favourable tax regime (e.g. lower local taxes for companies that settle in the
area). Nevertheless, a new regional railway station has the potential to contribute to both the
(regional) modal shift and regional (economic) development. In figure 1.2 these relations have been
sketched.

Congestion

NEW
REGIONAL
RAILWAY
STATIONS

Modal shift

Pollution

Structure (concentrate)
spatial development

Reduce (peak
hour) car use

Regional (economic)
development

Improve
accessibility

Reduce car use

Spatial
fragmentation

Regional economic
problems

Figure 1.2: Context of new regional railway stations in terms of the societal-economic problems they can help assuage

1.2 Slow infrastructure development
In the Netherlands many new stations on the ‘wish list’ are realised at a very slow pace. Stations are
just one element in infrastructure networks. Slowly developing infrastructure projects are not
necessarily a ‘new’ phenomenon in the Netherlands. In April
10

2008, the so-called Elverding

committee5 published its report about the acceleration of the realisation of large infrastructure
projects. The committee had been installed by the national ministries of transport (V&W) on the one
hand and housing, spatial planning and the environment (VROM) on the other as a result of growing
discontent with delays on many projects. The attention of the committee, however, has been almost
exclusively on highways (more specifically the addition of extra lanes on existing highways)6.
That is a missed opportunity, for large railway projects had their share of delays recently as well
(high-speed link Amsterdam – Belgian border and the dedicated freight-railway Rotterdam – German
border). This thesis complements on the research done by the committee by shedding light on the
railways, more particularly regional railway stations. As such, the task set by the committee is rather
similar as the task set in this thesis. The committee’s task was twofold: first, ‘to analyse the true
causes of delays in large infrastructure projects’; second, ‘to investigate the possibilities to increase
the pace of decision-making, make recommendations to this effect, holding in respect a careful
balance of interests and participation’ (Commissie VBIP, 2008, p. 4; Elverding, 2008). This thesis
performs the same tasks, but then with an eye to the development of new regional railways stations.
Although such stations are relatively rather small scale (as compared to highways), the complexity
associated with their realisation nevertheless proves to be reminiscent of large (highway) projects.
This thesis looks back to the findings of the Elverding committee where appropriate7.
So, slow development is not exclusively a characteristic of large scale infrastructures such as
highways. A report by the independent consultancy firm Goudappel-Coffeng (2009) stated that 6 or 7
years should at least be taken into account for a typical new regional railway station to be realised.
Considering the fact that these projects seem relatively easy adaptations to existing infrastructure,
this thesis aims to find out what causes these long lead times.

1.2.1

Problem statement and research question

The context of the development of new regional railway stations in the Netherlands that has been
sketched in the previous section implies the following problem statement: The development of new
regional railway stations in the Netherlands is hampered by delays. This directly leads us to formulate
a research question: Which factors lie at the basis of the delays incurred in the development of new

5

Named after its Chairman Peter Elverding
In the committee’s final report the term ‘public transport’ is mentioned only once; the terms ‘rail’ and
‘station’ are not mentioned at all
7
In May 2010 the Ministers of Spatial Planning and Transport informed the Second Chamber that they were
moderately content with the progress on the execution of the 22 recommendations that were made as a result
of the Committee’s work in the Actieplan Sneller en Beter (V&W, 2010).
6
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regional railway stations in the Netherlands? The next section goes into more detail as to the
element of ‘factors’.

1.2.2

Factors for development

Clearly, the scope of this thesis is what can explain the delays incurred in many station projects.
Preliminary research has been conducted that has revealed several factors that can be categorised in
three different strands: administrative complexity8, exploitation potential, and investment costs.
Why these strands?
Firstly, the decision to develop a new station is a very political one. Stations are developed by
multiple (democratic) governments with overlapping jurisdictions leading to a complex
administrative structure. The development of new stations involves plan-making, negotiating and
(importantly) decision-making in public and semi-public bodies. Secondly, governments are unable
to ignite (and fund) spatial development for which there is no economic (or other) rationale. It is
reasonable that when developments swallow public funds, something valuable in terms of the public
interest should come from it. Considering the fact that also semi-public bodies such as the railways
are involved with their own (financial) considerations, some economic rationale for a new station is a
prerequisite for development. Traditionally, in the transportation domain cost-benefit analysis is
used to assess the potential contribution of a project to society, but in the case of new stations other
devices are used as shall be discussed later. Thirdly, the construction of a new station is an
intervention in a complex infrastructure which requires technical standards in order to safeguard a
secure operation of the rolling stock on it. Such requirements also involve the structure and layout of
stations and their nearby rail infrastructure. In spatially confined areas such requirements are not
unlikely to be able to cause problems in design and give rise to higher costs. So, in these three
strands the answer to the research question is sought. This is worked out in more detail in the next
chapter (2) in which for each factor hypotheses are devised.

1.3 Societal & scientific relevance
Railway stations are essential elements in railway infrastructure networks. Stations allow passengers
to board and exit trains (feedering) or perform a junction function changing trains (transfer)
(Schoemaker, 2002, p. 85-6). Without train stations no passenger traffic could take place on a railway

8

This is fact the English translation as used by the Dutch Scientific Council for Government Policy (WRR) for the
difficult to translate Dutch term ‘bestuurlijke drukte’.
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infrastructure network in a safe and organised manner. With their feeder and transfer functions
stations are thus vital elements in railway infrastructures. The nearer a station is located to places of
departure and / or destination the more attractive it is to use the railways. Making the railways more
attractive is an important policy goal with regard to accessibility in general and the modal shift in
particular.
The fact that the development of new regional railway stations is slow jeopardises the ambitions
of modal shift and regional economic development. By failing to realise new stations quickly several
localities in the Netherlands fail to profit from (and contribute to) the current growth of the regional
railways. In addition other positive effects of stations (such as improved connectivity) are delayed.
Some of the people living or working nearby may use other stations in the region or travel by bus but
many will also use private transport. This has detrimental effects in terms of local accessibility
(congestion) and air quality (pollution from exhaust emissions). It is desirable that the duration of
this delay becomes shorter by increasing the pace of decision-making with respect to new regional
stations. In the words of the Elverding committee: “acceleration of decision-making is an urgent
societal issue” (Commissie VBIP, 2008, p. 4). The scientific relevance of this study lies in the fact that
the work of the Elverding committee which has been predominantly on large scale infrastructures
(mostly lane extensions on highways) is elaborated towards smaller scale infrastructure
developments which regional railway stations are.
Problems causing delays in station projects seem to repeat themselves in various station projects.
So, much can be learned from an in-depth evaluation of how station projects have proceeded: can
the problems that occurred in earlier projects be prevented? As such time savings could be gained.
Interestingly, not one governmental actors involved in the development of new stations ever
commissioned such an inquiry. Once parties have wrestled their way through a station project and
the first train stops, they seem most willing to forget all about the project and run happily into the
next project without any recourse to evaluation. This study attempts to fill in that gap to some
extent.

1.4 Structure
In a stepwise approach an answer to the research question is investigated and subsequently
formulated. This structure of the thesis is as follows (figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4: Structure of the thesis

Below the questions are formulated that are dealt with in each consecutive chapter:


Which hypotheses can be devised the could explain the on-going delays incurred in many
station projects? (chapter 2)



Which methods are best suited in order to tackle the research question given the theoretical
framework? (chapter 3)



What do in-depth case studies tell about the development of events in the realisation of
several new railway stations (chapter 4)?



To what extent can the development of events be supposed to invoke the delays in station
projects? (chapter 5)



Which conclusions can be drawn from the results of the study? Which recommendations can
be made to improve the development of new stations? (chapter 6)

A final chapter (7) presents some reflection on the study: the chosen methods, its results and its
conclusions. The next chapter discusses the theoretical framework for this study.
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2 Theoretical framework
In this chapter theoretical concepts are explored and developed in order to aid us in answering the
main research question. This question is: Which factors lie at the basis of the delays incurred in the
development of new regional railway stations in the Netherlands? It indicates that some sort of
causal relationship is sought. Delays occur (B); what causes those delays (A)? In other terms: The
duration of station projects is the dependent variable. The factors that cause variation (framed in a
negative way in this thesis) in this duration are the independent variables. As introduced in the
previous chapter, three aspects which are suspected to cause variation in the duration of station
projects are administrative complexity, exploitation potential and investment costs. Of course, there
can be other factors with similar influences. They are mostly related to local conditions such as the
specific spatial layout of the foreseen station location. Is there space available in abundance for
platforms? Are there nearby dwellings that require measures for noise reduction? Etc. These factors
are summarised here as local conditions.

Exploitation
potential
Administrative
complexity

Investments
costs

Duration
of station
projects

Local
conditions

Figure 3.1:The causal relation between the factors (independent variables) influencing the duration of station
projects (dependent variable)

Firstly, principal attention is given to the project development stage model by Nozeman et al. (2008).
Such a model divides the realisation of a certain physical project into stages. Using this model the
process towards realisation of new regional railway station can be mapped. It also shows where
opportunities for delay are most likely to occur. Secondly, investigating project development
literature gives suggestions for hypotheses with respect to this.
15

The next section (2.1) starts with an exploration of some literature on slowly developing
infrastructure. After this section 2.2 continues by developing the project development stage model.
Section 2.3 discusses the project development stage model. Section 2.4 uses project development
literature so as to propose a set of hypotheses. Section 2.5 concludes this chapter.

2.1 Literature on (slow) infrastructure development
The introductory chapter already mentioned the Elverding Committee, which investigated the slow
development of large scale infrastructure in the Netherlands and published its recommendations in
2008. This was, however, certainly not the first trace of slow developments in this sector. Already in
1994 the Scientific Council for Government Policy9 (an independent think tank for the Dutch national
government, abbreviated WRR) delivered a comprehensive report on the delays incurred in the
development of large scale infrastructure. The investigation was done on request by the then current
government which itself blamed the complex framework of rules as the culprit for delays. The WRR
tried in its report to bring more nuance to this idea: long development times for large scale projects
are normal and should be more accepted. In an international context the average times needed in
the Netherlands were not considered abnormal. Nevertheless, it was argued that (too) many
organisations are involved in project development (WRR, 1994).
In the academic debate a seminal contribution was made by Teisman (1995). He introduced his
ideas on the way decision-making in large scale projects develops. His central thesis is that decisionmaking, far from being a sequential process, ‘develops in rounds’ caused mainly by the fact that no
actor has control over the process by itself. The sequential decisions, sometimes taken
independently, sometimes in partnership with others, causes shifting perspectives on future
decisions to be taken. Because all these decisions together are required for one project to succeed,
an inter-organisational dependency is established. No actor can realise the project all by itself. A
circular movement of actors waiting for and reacting to each other may arise and can act as an
important source of delay. There is no clear hierarchy of who’s decisions prevail over those of others
or who is supposed to decide first after which the other parties can follow (Nijkamp et al., 2006).
Teisman calls this the pluricentral perspective (1995).
In spite of the recommendations of the WRR, the 2000s saw two major multi-billion (€) railway
projects escalate substantially in terms of both costs and duration. Firstly, the Betuweroute, a
dedicated freight corridor between the harbour of Rotterdam and the German border (see e.g.
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Pestman, 2001) and, secondly, the HSL-Zuid, a high-speed passenger corridor between Amsterdam
and Antwerp. Recent governments have attempted to accelerate development by a new law, the Act
on economic crisis and recovery10, an economically-informed act nevertheless closely related to large
scale new infrastructures. The act was intended as a temporary measure to combat the economic
crisis but is currently in the process of being made definite.
In 2009 Boertjes has made a contribution with regard to middle-of-the-road infrastructures in
terms of size with a thesis on the institutional capacity present in the Netherlands for the
development of light-rail systems. Such systems are burgeoning in e.g. France and Germany, but in
the Netherlands no significant developments in this field are made until today (Verkeerskunde,
2012). Boertjes identified, similar to earlier analyses for large scale infrastructures, that “in the
development of light-rail project[s] several governmental levels were involved, all with their own
interests, competences and responsibilities which more often than once conflicted with each other”
(2009, translation by author). In addition, “financial insecurities caused unstable relations [between
actors]” (ibid.). In fact, it was another indictment in terms of administrative complexity.
This thesis continues the evaluation of the development of infrastructures but in this case of
relatively small ones. The next section provides a theoretical model for the stages a typical project
goes through.

2.2 Project development stage model
The realisation of anything physical and of a substantial size practically always takes place in a project
setting. The realisation of new regional railway stations is not an exception to that. Therefore, a
project development model is used in order to clarify which steps have to be taken before the station
really is a fact of life and can be used by trains and passengers. For, obviously, one cannot simply
start by buying a few bricks at the market place and start building somewhere adjacent to a railway
line. The project development model developed by Nozeman (2008) is a useful tool in this respect11.
It divides a project (from initiation to completion) into several stages. So, from the very first idea
towards realisation to the final brick being laid. The stages are:
1. Initiative (exploration)
2. Development
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Many other project development stage models have been developed. This thesis has not the intention to
discuss them. Their principal tenets are similar: invariably dividing a project into several stages. The number of
stages and their names vary, their essence remains the same. A three-step approach (exploration, study,
realisation) is often used, e.g. by Elverding (2008) and Verbouwen & Baggen (2004).
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3. Realisation
4. Exploitation
The initiative stage is about agenda-setting. An idea for a new project is easily coined, but how to get
in on the agenda? It should be remembered that the development of new railway stations is always a
decision which heavily involves the political spectrum, so how to get an idea on the political agenda
is what this stage is about.
In the initiative stage the idea for a new station is launched by one or more parties. Eventually,
the idea must be taken up by an actor with the means to put the issue on the political agenda. The
initiators are likely to have some preliminary research conducted in order to prove that the new
railway station is valuable and moreover that it is so valuable that it deserves the spending of public
funds. This is called benefit and necessity. These are to be taken wider than just financial issues. For
example the reduction of travel times or the growth of noise pollution can be quantified and
integrated. The benefit and necessity is investigated in a so-called feasibility test.
A typical feasibility test looks at three aspects: expected passenger numbers, timetable
integration, and spatial integration (see e.g. Goudappel-Coffeng, 2009). Firstly, the number of
passengers expected is important with regards to the potential financial gain for the operator from
ticket sales. The higher the expected financial gains, the more interesting the station becomes.
Secondly, integration in the existing (or if available future) timetable is investigated in order to
determine whether a new station could be serviced by an existing local/regional train without
disrupting the timetable of other trains. If this not possible, propositions are made e.g. to put
forward or backward in time some other trains. Thirdly, spatial integration has to do with fitting in
the new station in the spatial environment. For relatively small scale regional station this usually
includes: platforms, (access) square, Kiss & Ride, taxi rank, bicycle shed, small P+R (Park & Ride),
level-crossing or fly over on the sides of the station to provide the opportunity to cross the track(s)
(ibid.). All these elements have to be integrated spatially. It is possible that some other land use
might be removed or relocated. Possibly it is necessary to acquire land. If the new station proves not
to be feasible with regard to these aspects, the project is likely to be abandoned at this stage. In
contrast, when feasibility has been demonstrated the project proceeds into the development stage.
In the development stage the proposals as brought forward in the feasibility test are worked out
in more detail, starting with a programme of requirements. On the basis thereof a design in made:
first a provisional or preliminary design, then a definitive design12. Testimony to the back-and-forth
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movement also within stages is that the preliminary design may give rise to new demands in the
programme of requirements, which ignites a new preliminary design and consequently a definitive
design (Nozeman et al., 2008). In the definitive design all details of the plan are worked out: For
example, the platforms are designed and situated, so are the shelter, ticket machine, square, access,
bus stop, etc. This is done for the preferred location of the station. If another location is chosen, the
entire design process must recommence. At this stage it becomes clear what the (estimated) costs
are for the new station. This price tag must be covered. Not before it is determined who pays which
share the definitive design can be approved and ‘brought to the market’ where in a public tender
private constructors can vie for the assignment to build the station13. This tender finishes the
development stage. If, alternatively, the plan has been worked out into a definitive design but
finances are not forthcoming, the project may be postponed or dropped altogether.
In the realisation stage the station is constructed on the basis of the conditions agreed on in the
tender. The necessary permits (e.g. building permits) must be acquired. Perhaps also land must be
acquired if it has not been done already during an earlier stage. Usually train traffic at the building
location is hold up several periods during the construction process (say several weekends), mostly
out of security concerns14. When construction is complete, the station can be delivered. Ownership
of the station can be transferred to the new owner. As soon as technical clearance has been granted
by the infrastructure manager, the operator can start servicing the station in the exploitation stage.
Theoretically, this last stage ends when the station is demolished or even earlier, when the operator
stops servicing the station. The life of railway stations, however, tends to be very long, usually
multiple decades at the least. As argued before, the specifics that occur during the exploitation stage
may have repercussion for earlier stages. That is why this stage is included in the model.
Nevertheless, with regards to the duration of station project our interest lies of course ‘from the first
initiative to the first train’. When the station is taken into service with the first train, the public
benefits of the station for regional development are available and can be enjoyed.
The last stage starts after completion of the project: The exploitation stage. In that phase what is
produced is taken into use by one or more parties. The new office HQ is beset by the commissioning
company, residents move to their new homes, and new stations are serviced by trains. The inclusion
of this stage in theory is important because what occurs at this stage could have repercussion for
what needs to be done in the earlier stages. Furthermore, in the total lifecycle of a project it is only
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just to incorporate it, for only after the abandonment or even destruction of the object, it can be said
that the cycle has been completed and can start all over again with a new development on the site.
Nevertheless, this thesis is interested in delays in the project before it is actually completed, so it
holds no relevance here and is omitted henceforth. Additionally, preliminary research has shown that
once realisation has started no more substantial delays are incurred. This thesis hence confines itself
to the two stages leading towards the realisation stage.
Graphically the project development stage model (in its entirety) looks like this:

Development

•Launching the
idea, set the
agenda
•feasibility test

•Construction by
building company

•Detailed working
out of plan,
securing finances
•Public tender

Initiative

Exploitation
•Completion and
taking into service
by operator

Realisation

Figure 2.2: Graphic representation of the project (development) stage model

Note that the two red arrows mark the two essential decision-making steps following (1) the
feasibility-test and (2) the final go-ahead decision bringing the definitive design to the market in a
tender.
It should be noted that this division of projects in several stages is a useful theoretical tool, but
not necessarily a mirror image of reality. The stages seem to imply a sequential development through
the stages. However, in reality the process goes back and forth in a rather ad-hoc fashion. This is
especially the case for the first half of the stage model, the initiative and development stages, during
which decision-making plays an essential role. The decision-making process causes considerable
dynamism. According to De Bruijn & Ten Heuvelhof: ‘The picture of a decision-making process
developing regularly and in linear fashion [can be substituted] for a picture of a process elapsing in
rounds (2007, p. 36; after Teisman, 1992, italics in original, translation by author)’. In the case that
was investigated by Teisman (the Willemspoortunnel (railway tunnel) under the river Maas in
Rotterdam) the ‘dynamism’ of decision-making is telling: He identified no less than 11 (!) different
stages in the decision-making process before a final decision was taken (ibid.). So, we need to be
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careful that the project development is a model representing reality but not mirroring it. The model
is by nature artificial and developed for analytical purposes.
Next the stage model is taken one step forward by introducing some feedback loops which to
some extent tries to account for the non-linear fashion in which projects develop. Feedback loops
mirror events that happen in any project development, but preliminary research has shown that it
happens especially in the development of new regional railway stations. The feedback loops have
already been hinted at in the above. At the end of the initiative stage a feasibility test is conducted
on the basis of which it is decided to go ahead with the project. Naturally, the decision could be not
to proceed. This means the project is abandoned. In practice, however, station projects are never
truly done with: they keep recurring on the agenda. As both politics and the public are so keen on
developing a new station or being able to use it, it seems practically impossible to rid station projects
entirely and forever from the agenda. The feedback loop thus brings back towards the beginning of
the initiative stage. The same goes for the end of the development stage when, on the basis of a
detailed design for the project, the final decision is taken whether or not to construct it in the first
place. The feedback loop here brings back to the beginning of the development stage or even the
initiative stage. Graphically it looks like this:

Proposed
station
feasible

INITIATIVE

Feasibility
test

Decision
to
proceed

DEVELOPMENT

Proposed
station
not
feasible

Definitiv
e design
+ costs

REALISATION

Decision
not to
proceed

Figure 2.3: From initiative to realisation with feedback loops (the red arrows)

In fact, what has been done is a zooming in on the two decisive decision-making points in time
between the initiative and development stages on the one hand, and the development and
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realisation stages on the other. In the top half of the figure, both decision-making points are in
favour of the station so development proceeds in fluency. In the bottom half of the figure, decisions
are taken against proceeding with the project, causing the process to a halt and lapsing back into
earlier stages of development.
Even though this adjustment to the model somewhat better reflects reality, it still is a
simplification. In practice, the process is likely to proceed in many circles back and forward.
Nevertheless, it is now established that to a large extent this cyclic pattern is caused by the two
decisive moments in project development. However, knowing that station projects sometimes leap
backwards during development following from decisions not to proceed, does not explain why such
decisions are taken. The next sections lay down hypotheses about why these steps backwards occur.

2.3 Administrative complexity
As has been said earlier, the decision to realise a new railway station is a very political one. A number
of parties, both fully public and semi-public, are involved in the process. In the Netherlands
traditionally quite a few actors are involved in the railways15 most of which also play a role in
developing new regional railway stations. Which are those? At least five distinct parties can be
discerned at the minimum being the national (Rijk), regional (provinces, city-regions) and local
(municipal) governments, the infrastructure manager (ProRail) and the operator (various but mainly
NS). The former three governmental actors naturally are fully public. Whereas the latter two actors in
the railways can be considered semi-public hybrids. They are fully state owned but nevertheless
enjoy considerable freedom in their actions. The next paragraph discusses the role of all these actors,
starting with the railways parties.
In the Netherlands there is a sharp distinction between several scales of public transport. On the
one hand there is the urban and regional traffic by bus, tram and subway16, on the other the
railways. The railways can be further divided in two categories: The national railways consisting of all
major national axes and many regional lines the regional railways (railways decentralised to the
regional level consisting of some lines with mostly regional functions)17. The national government has
issued a concession without tender (the Concessiewet) for the national railways to the traditional
national carrier Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS). The custody (maintenance, railway planning,
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An overview of the actors active in the railways in the Netherlands can also be found on the ministerial
website (Rijksoverheid, 2011a).
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In Dutch the national network goes by the official name of Hoofdrailnet (HRN) and the regional railway are
commonly called decentraal spoor.
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construction of new lines and stations) is given to ProRail in another concession (the
Beheerconcessie). On the regional railways provinces or city-regions can pick their own transporter,
but they are obliged by law to do so in a public tender. These lines have been decentralised only in
the last decades. One of the reasons to do so was the fact that these lines were not operating
profitably. It was thought that regional governments would be in a better position to reverse the
financial results of such lines. In return for decentralising lines the national government gives an
annual subsidy to regional governments for the exploitation thereof. For the management of the
infrastructure there is no difference between the national and regional railways: both reside under
the regime of the Beheerconcessie which means that ProRail performs the role of infrastructure
manager. So even though the national government has decentralised some railways, it remains in
firm control of the railways.
In realising new stations it is not different. The national government usually provides funds for the
realisation of a new station. Such grants are only given on the basis of regional governments also
contributing financially. This finds its origin in the policy note Basisstations that was released in 1999.
In 2005 some adjustments were performed and the document was retitled Basisstation 2005,
functionele normen en richtlijnen voor stations (DGP/SPO/U.05.02113) (Model stations 2005 –
functional norms and guidelines for stations; translation by author). This note defines basic qualities
to which any new station must comply. If these requirements are met, the ministry can contribute a
maximum of €6,3 mln (prices 2009) (VenW, 2010b). Nevertheless, it is possible for a regional
government not to apply for a national subsidy and fund the new station by itself.
As said, regional governments have the responsibility over the regional railway lines. For that
responsibility it receives an annual subsidy from the national government. It also receives such
subsidies for the urban and regional public transport, for which the regional governments are obliged
to organise public tenders. There are also some municipalities with PTA (public transport authority)
status: these are the three major cities in the Randstad, the metropolitan area in the west of the
Netherlands (being Den Haag, Rotterdam and Amsterdam). That means that in most of the country
municipalities have no formal role in public transport. Nevertheless, in terms of realising new
stations they do have a role to play. For municipalities are at the pinnacle of power where it concerns
land use planning. Municipalities decide what can be built where (including infrastructure). There are
some exceptions to this rule, but not many.
The role of the operator varies heavily between the national and regional networks. On the
former NS is the operator. On the latter a variety of actors is active. At the time of writing (2012)
there are four such parties active in the Netherlands: Connexxion, Veolia (both part of Transdev),
Arriva (owned by Deutsche Bahn, the national carrier of Germany) and Syntus (half owned by NS).
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A picture summing up this section clarifying the role of the different layers of government in the
field of public transport in the Netherlands looks thus:

NATIONAL
government

REGIONAL
government

LOCAL
government

•Issues concession for management of all rail, currently hold by ProRail
•Issues concession for transport on the national railway network, currently hold by NS
•Provides financial support for regional governments for decentralised railway lines

•Issues concessions for urban and regional bus, tram and metro networks (feedering
function to railway stations)
•Issues concessions for operation on decentralised railway lines

•No formal competences in the field of public transport
•In control of spatial planning (zoning, expropriation, building permits, etc.)

Figure 2.4: Governmental actors and their relation to the organisation of public transport including (new) stations

The Elverding committee (2008) had as one of its main arguments that there are too many layers of
government involved in the development of new infrastructure. In a specifically Dutch term this is
called bestuurlijke drukte and in this thesis it is translated as (excessive) administrative complexity18.
It manifests itself in several governments harassing each other in continual dissent on how to
proceed with a project. Another manifestation is in the heavily varying level of political support from
the same government over time usually as a result of some election. As we recall, the development
of infrastructure takes multiple years, making it very likely that it cannot be completed within one
governmental term. Elections may reshape the political landscape significantly with in some cases
due results for the support for one or other project. Administrative complexity is accused of causing
delays to projects. When administrative complexity leads to substantial delays on projects, it can be
seen as a form of government failure (Twynstra Gudde, 2007). A valid question is whether this is also
the case in the development of new railway stations.
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The problem of administrative complexity is the excessive level thereof. For reasons of brevity, the term
excessive is not used in the remainder of the thesis.
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The number of parties is, in itself, not a reason to expect delays. Nevertheless, there are reasons
to believe it can considering the following. It is thought that in order for developments in the physical
realm to take place swiftly, the actor owning a certain societal problem should also have the means
to solve it. As such, it is not dependent on other actors for the solution to be implemented. It would
make sense that the party responsible for transport (including infrastructure policy) also has the
means to shape that policy. In other words: that means coincide with responsibilities.
The concept of production power is helpful here (De Bruijn & Ten Heuvelhof, 2007). Possessing
production power means that an actor has an essential asset towards the realisation of something: if
this power is much dispersed, the more likely it is that delays occur. The negative influence of a high
dispersal of production power is aggravated when parties have different opinions on the way they
want to see new station realised. The current transport minister has recently indicated in the
publication of the new national vision for spatial development and infrastructure19 that a maximum
of two layers of government should be involved in the development of something. There is no reason
why this should not be so for the development of new stations so we translate this into the following
hypothesis: There is administrative complexity in case:
1. More than two actors are involved in the development of a new station
2. Production power is not centred in those parties that are in control of transport (including
infrastructure) policy, implying the involvement of additional actors

The underlying hypothesis, of course, is that administrative complexity causes delays in station
projects. The next hypotheses are related to administrative complexity but merit a discussion of their
own.

2.4 Exploitation potential
An important aspect deciding the fate of any station project is a positive business case. As argued in
the preceding section, the organisational landscape of the railways in the Netherlands has changed in
recent decades. The operator on the national network, albeit fully state-owned, is supposed to run as
a commercial organisation. Operators on the regional network are privately owned and are by
definition commercial agents. So it is no surprise that for these parties that eventually have to stop
trains at new stations it is of the utmost importance that some financial profit can be extracted from
those new stations. In its simplest form it means that the costs for stopping at the station (time loss
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for transit traffic, decreased reliability of existing train service, additional time needed for actual
stopping) must be more than outweighed by the benefits of new passengers to the railways.
Needless to say that without the cooperation of an operator, there is no sense in building a station.
A positive business case as such is an important determinant to a successful pass in the feasibility
test, even though certainly not the only one. It appears that lacking exploitative value is a constant
threat to any project developing. Even if the formal feasibility test is passed, it may return in
consecutive phases, exactly in the non-linear fashion described earlier. As such, a lack of exploitative
potential can be a source of delay. In most cases, it is a governmental actor vying for the realisation
of a certain railway station, not the operator. We believe that in some cases governments are trying
to realise a station with too little exploitative potential for the operator.
1. Proposed new stations suffer from a lack of spatial-economic viability (number of passengers
to be expected from the near vicinity too low, or underestimated)

In the preceding paragraph it was already hinted at what makes a new station interesting from an
exploitative point of view. The most important aspect is the number of passengers (who by buying
tickets contribute to the turnover of the operator) that is expected to use the new station. Especially
those not previously using the railways (contrary to existing users that divert from other stations)
contribute to the exploitative value. The expected number of passengers is to a high extent
dependent on the number of nearby dwellings and workplaces. In principle, there is a positive
correlation between the number thereof and the number of expected passengers. That means that
the exploitative potential of a station can be improved by increasing the number of dwellings and
workplaces nearby. This could be especially interesting when the exploitative value of a proposed
station is on the verge of being negative. This is of course in the domain of spatial planning, a sector
controlled by local government and not by the operator. There are signs too little is done to improve
the exploitation value of proposed stations.
In addition to planning policy, mobility policy can have an impact on the exploitative value. In
this respect feedering bus services can provide a source of passengers transferring back and forth
between bus and train thus increasing the number of passengers for the station. Likewise, parking
prices not directly at the station site itself but in the near vicinity could have consequences for the
attractiveness of the station. If prices are low, the decision between car use or train use may fall to
the benefit of the former. Contrary, if prices are high, it may fall to the latter thus again increasing
passenger numbers for the proposed station. If such measures in the sphere of mobility policy are
not taken, the exploitative value of a new station suffers.
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2. Insufficient spatial programmes or other supporting measures (feedering bus services,
parking policy) are proposed nearby a proposed station location to increase the exploitative
viability thereof.

Lastly, as already explained above, the feasibility of new stations is determined by investigating
expected passenger numbers (benefits) and comparing those to travel time costs for existing
passengers (costs). This is a method quite different from the one traditionally used in the
development of new infrastructures which is the cost-benefit analysis. This method puts the
feasibility question in the hands of the operator which gives ample opportunity for debates on
feasibility. The feasibility in terms of costs and benefits for society as a whole may be quite different
from that from the (financial) perspective of the operator. Thus:
3. Visions on feasibility are contested.

This section has been about the exploitative potential of a new station. This is unrelated to the
investment costs. These are usually borne by governmental actors alone and not the operator. This
issue is discussed in the next section, in relation to technical demands that have been set for the
design of stations.

2.5 Technical demands and investment costs
There are signs that in some cases technical demands (mostly for reasons of security) in the design of
new stations (including the nearby rail infrastructure) are high or even excessive. It is in this respect
that costs are introduced, for higher technical demands lead to higher costs. ‘High’ and ‘excessive’
are normative values which are not easy to operationalise. That is because to an extent these
requirements serve the purpose of safety. A safe operation of stations for both trains (containing
passengers) and passengers accessing or exiting trains is of course essential. Nevertheless, that does
not include setting standards for other reasons. Especially considering the fact that some parties in
the field have standard-setting powers, a critical look at those standards can give valuable insights in
cost levels.
1. High costs caused by design standards constrain the development of new stations.

Higher costs in turn lead to longer periods of securing finances, but not necessarily delays. An aspect
also given due attention by the Elverding committee was the fact that costs tend to rise during the
execution of one or other project. This is quite common for large scale projects. The magazine
Vervoerswetenschap dedicated an entire edition to this issue recently (Van Wee & Priemus, 2012).
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The reasoning is as follows: the parties taking the initiative for a project are eager to see it realised.
As such there is a tendency to underestimate costs to garner more support. As soon as the decision
to realise the project is taken these underestimations surface. This could already happen in the stage
of development even before the final construction decision has been taken. This thesis aims to find
out whether such processes also happen in the field of developing new stations. Obviously, if costs
fluctuate this presents parties that invest with insecurities. Especially when the fluctuations have an
upward trend causing more funds to be needed, delays are likely.
2. Fluctuating costs (upwardly) have a negative influence on the pace of development of new
stations.

As said, there are other factors imaginable with an influence on the development of stations. Earlier
these were termed local conditions. To put it simply, it is conceivable that it easier to build a new
station in an deserted meadow than in a densely occupied urban area. This is, in fact, a collection of
all sorts of factors (implications for land ownership, noise reduction, available space, etc.) which, if
worked out, would make matters too complicated. Therefore, in this thesis we have opted to deal
with this factor in our case selection. This is explained in more detail in the chapter on research
strategy.

2.6 Conclusion
This chapter has provided a theoretical framework for the study of the development of station
projects. A discussion of the literature on the slow development of (large scale) infrastructure
projects in the Netherlands introduced the topic. This thesis aims to find out whether the conclusions
from those studies apply equally to the development of a relatively small scale infrastructure, such as
a regional railway station.
Subsequently a model for the development of projects in stages was introduced and elaborated
upon. The model has highlighted the attention for the potential for delay in two important moments
of decision-making. These could present themselves either formally in the foreground, but also work
more implicitly in the background, as such decision-making moments can of course be foreseen.
Parties willing to see the project realised of course will burden themselves with arranging the project
such that these decisive moments can be sustained successfully.
In substantial terms this thesis expanded on three aspects in which a potential for delays in
station projects is suspected. These were the aspects of administrative complexity (central tenet
from the Elverding committee), exploitation value (important for the operator) and investment costs
(important for those parties bearing those). For each aspect several hypotheses were laid down. In
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the remainder of this thesis these hypotheses are tested. Before actually commencing on the actual
study, the next chapter discusses first how it is intended to do so. In other words, we now turn to
methodology.
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3 Research strategy
This chapter is about research strategy or methodology. Methodology describes the way in which we
intend to answer the main research question on the basis of the hypotheses that were introduced in
the previous chapter. In other words, we want to establish which is the best strategy to conduct our
research. The guiding question for the current chapter is: Which methods are best suited in order to
tackle the main research question given the hypotheses?
The purpose of our study is to shed light on the perceived problem of the slow realisation of new
regional railway stations in the Netherlands. The research purpose is thus to diagnose, i.e. “to find
out the causes or backgrounds of problems” (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2007, p. 189, translated by
author). How to perform this diagnosis is the topic of the current chapter. As such, this chapter
bridges the gap between the previous chapter which set out a theoretical framework for the study
and the next chapter presenting the empirical results of the study. The current chapter outlines how
the desired results are to be achieved. Of course, that what we wish to know is guiding in the choice
of strategy. In the words of Verschuren & Doorewaard: A research strategy is “the whole of
connected decisions about the manner in which the study is conducted” (p. 159).
Our choices with regard to the research strategy have led to the decision to use case studies as a
research method. The body of methodological literature on case studies as a research method is
rather scarce (Swanborn, 2003, p. 21), partly because of the lack of confidence in academia in the
value of case study research. The next section (3.1) elaborates on case studies as a research method.
In section 3.2 the actual case selection is described. Section 3.3 is about sources, whereas section 3.4
rounds off this chapter with a conclusion.

3.1 Research method: Case studies
In order to determine a research strategy inspiration was drawn from Verschuren & Doorewaard’s
three principal choices (2007, pp. 160-3). These three choices between two conceptual polar
opposites are to be taken before the start of the research. All three are related to one another.
The first of the principal choices is between breadth and profundity. In very simple terms it can be
said that breadth implies ‘being able to tell little about many’ and that profundity implies ‘being able
to tell much about few’. We have chosen the latter approach. We allow for a loss in terms of external
validity, i.e. that the claims can be taken as general claims. That is not to say that the claims made in
this thesis have no general relevance at all. As Swanborns says, describing this kind of case studies
(pars-pro-toto): “case[s] [are] investigated to be able to have claims about a larger set” (Swanborn,
2003, p. 33). Even though this aspect of case studies is contested by many in academia, Flyvbjerg has
indicated this is an underestimation of the potential of case study research (Flyvbjerg, 2006).
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The second principal choice is between quantitative research and qualitative research
(Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2007). A quantitative approach is in fact be quite incompatible with the
research questions. For the interest lies not with ‘numbers’, but in the reasons underlying the
observed problems in new regional station development. It would be hard to identify these reasons
with a quantitative approach if only because the total amount of new station projects that could
potentially be investigated is rather small. New stations amount to only a few dozen projects (of
some seniority or completed recently) as can be seen in the beleidsbrief nieuwe stations (2000) or
the parliamentary note by the CU (2008) that were mentioned before. So our choice for qualitative
research is obvious.
The third principal choice is between empirical research in which results are acquired by oneself
and a writing desk research (or simply desk research) in which results acquired by others are utilised
(Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2007). Subsequent to earlier decisions a decision has been made to opt
for the former, because an in-depth analysis of the process for the stations of our choice is desired.
As is already explicit from our last principal choice, it should be noted that although these choices
are polar opposites, they do not imply a choice between two extremes. For example, even though
our last choice has been for empirical research, that does not mean we will completely refrain from
desk research. Any piece of good research needs desk research to some extent. The principal choices
merely determine on which of the opposites the emphasis is placed. So, even though we do not
exclude their opposites, in general terms this is a profound, qualitative and empirical study. From
these decisions flows naturally the choice for a research method. That is the topic of the next section.
After the principal choices made in the previous section we should consider which research
method is best suited to our purposes. We have found that this is the case study, or more precisely,
several case studies20. In fact, this subsequent ‘choice’ follows naturally from the principal choices
we made earlier. For it is an excellent empirical device to attain a high level of qualitative detail for a
few selected cases. In the words of Verschuren & Doorewaard: “A case study is a study in which the
researcher tries to achieve a profound and integral insight in one or several time-spatially confined
objects or processes” (2007, p. 183, translation by author). As is clear from our theoretical
framework, the process we investigate is (part of) the project development process. According to
Swanborn this is a positive ground for choosing a case study as a research method, for it is directly

20

It is common practice in case study research to speak of a ‘case study’ instead of ‘case studies’ let alone
‘cases study’ even though multiple cases are investigated (Swanborn, 2003, p. 23).
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linked to the “nature of the problem statement” (2003, pp. 31-2)21. So, the case study is best suited
for our approach. Next two characteristics of case studies are discussed.
A first general characteristic of case studies is that they have a small domain, i.e. a small number
of objects to be investigated. As will become clear from the subsequent section on case selection, we
have opted for a strategic selection of objects rather than a random selection because this increases
the relevance of our claims. If cases were selected randomly chances would be higher that we end up
with those cases that cannot tell much about the hypotheses, e.g. because those stations were not
much affected by delays. By purposively selecting cases attuned to the hypotheses, it is more likely
that we identify comprehensive answers to the research question. As such, the recommendations for
other station projects or future stations projects gain strength.
A second general characteristic of case studies is that they require a labour intensive approach
combined with an open minded on-site observation (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2007, p. 183). For
the best way to observe the process around a new station project is to get close to those involved in
it. The labour intensity furthermore comes forth from our choice to want qualitative results instead
of quantitative results. For the former it could suffice to design a question form and send it around to
many addressees. A disadvantage of that approach is that (most) questions must be formulated in a
closed fashion which is too great a constraint in our study. For we want to be able to accommodate
our questions both to the specifics of each individual unique case and to the uniqueness of each
personality that is interviewed. Furthermore, interviewees give much more and more valuable
information during a personal interview than in a closed question form. Therefore, personal
interviews with persons involved in station projects play an important role in this study.
There are two variants of case study research to consider (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2007,
p.187). The first is a single case design in which only one object is investigated. We, however, have
opted for a multiple case design in which several objects are investigated. This is also called a
comparative case design because the results for each individual case can be compared with the
results for other cases. However, we prefer the terminology multiple above comparative since
implicitly also single case designs are comparative in nature albeit then not with another investigated
case but with an ideal or standard model (Swanborn, 2003, p. 23). The different results of the cases
will put us in a position to identify constraints and facilitators in the development of new regional
railway stations. So, the multiple case study will aid us in providing recommendations as to how this
development can be improved.

21

A negative ground which “is connected to limitations of the situation in which we want to perform the study”
does not apply to our study (Swanborn, 2003, pp. 31-2).
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The comparative case study design is performed with the hierarchical method. This method
knows two phases. In the first phase, all selected cases are investigated in isolation, i.e. separately
and independent from each other. Preferably, all cases are dealt with in the same approach. This is
important, because there should be no influence from one case to another: results from one case
should not influence the approach towards another case in order to maximise the independence in
the analyses of the cases. Only in the second phase results of all cases are compared so that the
differences between them can be analysed (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2007, p. 187).
Summing up this discussion about case study research it can be concluded that we have opted for
a multiple case design based on hierarchical selection. The next section elaborates on how this
approach led to the selection of our cases.

3.2 Cases
After establishing that case studies are the proper method to test our hypotheses, it is necessary to
select which cases are put under investigation. Time constraints do not permit that all eligible cases
are chosen, so a selection has to be made. Because we want the study results to be accurate and
reliable it is important that proper cases are chosen. To ensure that that is the case several general
criteria for selection have been laid down. Next, attention is given to the fact that the set of cases
chosen is relatively uniform in terms of local conditions. This has to do with the fact that some
stations are simply easier to realise than others. That is because every station is unique: in a unique
place with a unique morphology. The near surroundings of the station play a role in the ease with
which realisation can be expected. In short: realising a plank in de wei (platform in a pasture) is easier
than a two-platform station in the middle of a dense urban area. With the general eligibility criteria
and the criteria for the set of cases in place, the actual selection of cases can take place.

3.2.1 General eligibility criteria
The problem statement of this thesis already presents the first two criteria: the slow realisation of
new (1) railway (2) stations. From this we deduct firstly that our interest is in new stations only: that
means that something new must be constructed in a spatial-physical sense in order for trains to be
able to (un)load passengers. In some locations where a new station is in demand a station has been
in existence in the (mostly quite distant) past. When no traces of these stations are left, these
locations in practice face the same conditions for (re)opening a station. So, as long as this is the case,
it is not a problem if there had been a station on exactly the same location in the past. This thesis is
not concerned with reconstruction of existing stations currently in use.
1) The railway station is new.
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Secondly, although apparently obvious the research is restricted to railway stations. That is to say
that stations serviced by trams or subway (underground) are excluded. In recent decades there has
grown some fuzziness in the borders between such modalities with the arrival of several new modal
concepts (hybrids). These new concepts are usually summarised as light rail22. This group, however,
conveys quite a lot of different modalities with various transportation concepts. It ranges from some
form of upgraded tram to new forms of regional train traffic. This is not the place for an in-depth
discussion of which concept is allowed and which ones are not. In the Netherlands the distinction can
be made easily. All (heavy) rail belonging to the railway network is assigned by law. So, the legislator
has already made the choice of which railway lines belong to light or heavy rail.
2) The station is a railway station.

Thirdly, the station has been opened no more than five years ago (so after 2007) . This criterion has
both scientific as well as purely practical aspects. The scientific aspect is to preclude interference by
changing circumstances and changing policy landscapes. The railways are in a state of
(organisational) flux mostly as a result from the EU-driven policies towards liberalisation (see e.g.
Smeenk, 2006). The practical aspect is that the longer ago a new station was opened, the harder it is
to investigate it, i.e. to find documents about it and especially to find those people that have been
involved in the realisation of it. In addition, memories tend to grow vaguer or even become distorted
as time progresses (Swanborn, 2003, p. 39).
3) The station has been opened no more than 5 years ago.

Fourthly, the planned railway station must be on an existing railway line. Furthermore, this railway
line must be in service. This criterion serves to filter out all those stations that are (re)built as part of
a larger project, e.g. to reinstate an abandoned railway line. Within such projects it would not make
sense to investigate the realisation of a station in isolation because that station and the larger project
are not mutually exclusive. That is to say, the station cannot be realised without the realisation of the
larger project. Realising the larger project can be expected to be accompanied by a completely
different dynamic (as a much more substantial project) than would apply for the station alone.
4) The railway station is on an existing railway line.
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Defined by Van der Bijl, Van Witsen & Baartman (2009) as: Light rail is “public transport by rail in cities and
urban regions that – in contrast to train and metro (underground) – is adaptable to integration in the public
space and can be mixed with road traffic”
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Fifthly, this thesis investigates the process from initiative to realisation in detail. When this process
has not yet been completed, it is too early to conclude anything from it. So, this study is ex-post: the
causes of several established problems are evaluated afterwards and not during or even beforehand
(ex-ante)
5) The railway station has been completed and is in operation

With these five eligibility criteria in place the total population from which to select cases can be
determined. A complete list can be presented relatively easily for the Netherlands as it is being kept
update on a Wikipedia page23. It numbers little over a dozen.

3.2.2 Delay required
Obviously, considering the fact that this thesis investigates the duration of station projects and more
specifically delays experienced during realisation, it is best to choose those cases that precisely share
those elements. Station that were realised on short notice cannot tell much about the hypotheses. In
combination with the general eligibility criteria developed above, the three cases chosen for this
research are:


Maarheeze



Westervoort



Sassenheim.

3.2.3 Accounting for local conditions
Each station project is unique, for no single station location is perfectly equal in terms of spatial
surroundings and conditions on the track. Earlier this was termed ‘local conditions’. The impact of
these local conditions is not the explicit object of study, but they must somehow be accounted for in
the case selection. It is good to realise where local conditions have been ‘easy’ or in contrast
‘difficult’. Moreover, if the cases exhibit similar levels of difficulty in terms of local conditions, the
cases are comparable between themselves. In terms of the railways, local conditions comprise
among other things of maximum allowed speeds, proximity of signals, presence of freight traffic,
etc.), but also off the track (density of housing or other land uses) with its consequences for the
availability of space and the need for alleviating measures (e.g. noise reduction). In fact, such local
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See http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lijst_van_nieuwe_spoorwegstations_in_Nederland for a full list of new
stations opened on the railway network in the Netherlands from the 70s onwards.
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spatial conditions determined by the local spatial-physical morphology could be considered an
additional factor influencing the dependent variable: duration of station projects.
It is impossible to entirely neutralise the effect of local conditions, because a station is bound to
a certain location (where people want to use it) and has no use to be built in a random location. The
presence of local conditions, nevertheless, somehow has to be accounted for in the case selection.
That is why is defined here in more detail, in two aspects:

Railway specific conditions
1) There is substantial co-use of passenger trains (intercity trains) or freight trains (more than 5
per direction per day) which more quickly leads to conflicts with other trains
2) The site is on double-track: A single-track prevents overtaking and more quickly leads to
capacity problems with trains coming from the other direction
Spatial environment
3) The station is situated in a densely built area (instead of a meadow) leading to higher scarcity
for land
4) The station is situated in a highly urbanised surrounding implying that more compensatory
measures in terms of noise reduction are required

The figure below shows for the case selection how these stations are valued in terms of the above
mentioned aspects.

Substantial
Single /
Built / non- Urbanised / nonco-use
double track built area
urbanised
Westervoort

Yes

Double

Semi-built Semi-urbanised

Maarheeze

Yes

Double

Non-built

Non-urbanised

Sassenheim

Yes

Double

Non-built

Semi-urbanised

Figure 3.1: Local spatial conditions for the case selection

The three stations are relatively similar in terms of local conditions. All are on double-track railway
sections with substantial co-use of intercity or freight traffic. None of them is in a highly-built of
highly-urbanised area. If these aspects are valued in + | 0 | - symbols the picture is clearer (where +
means easy conditions, - means hard conditions):
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Substantial
Single /
Built / non- Urbanised / nonco-use
double track built area
urbanised
Westervoort

-

+

0

0

Maarheeze

-

+

+

+

Sassenheim

-

+

+

0

Figure 3.2: Local spatial conditions for eligible new railway stations valued

All three cases on average are relatively middle way between easy and hard conditions, although
slightly more balanced to the ‘easy’ side. Between the three, the conditions for Maarheeze are
lightest, for Westervoort hardest. It can thus be expected that these stations do not suffer from
disproportional delays arising from local conditions.

3.3 Sources
This section is about the sources that have been used in this study. They can be categorised in two:
written sources and interviews. To start with the former: for the chapter outlining the theoretical
framework recourse has been sought to academic literature, either in the form of books or journals.
In addition, use has been made of journals from the field of public transport (trade journals, not
necessarily academic journals). For the case investigations extensive use has been made of media
sources, mostly newspaper sources disclosed through the internet. Media reports have been
excellent to help produce the picture of the stage-by-stage process that the stations under
investigation experienced. Newspaper articles, however, usually lack depth and analysis, they merely
describe events. That is why a very important contribution to the research comes from interviewees,
the second category.
In the empirical stage considerable attention is given to interviews with experts from the field.
The interviewees can be divided in two groups: those involved in the development of the stations in
the cases; those not involved in those cases. That latter group can in turn be split in two: those
involved in the development of another station that was not a case in this thesis24 and those who
were not involved in the development of a specific station but are nevertheless experts in the field of
public transport.

24

Why such persons were interviewed at all is the topic of the chapter on the reflection on this thesis at the
end
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The interviews have been conducted in a semi-structured fashion. Several statements with
regard to the development of new regional railway stations were presented to the interviewees to
which they could react in freedom. As such, the interviewees were in a position not only to comment
on the hypotheses but also to qualify their opinions. It is not only important to have it established
that one or other factor causes delay (or not) but especially why this is the case according to the view
of the interviewee. They were specifically asked to answer questions from the role in the completed
project, but were nevertheless allowed to transcend that position.
With regard to the group of case-specific interviewees: The exact constellation of actor types
varies slightly across station projects. Parties that always play a role are the municipality, the
operator and the infrastructure manager. Depending on the station location either a province or a
city-region is a participant. In some cases, both are. So where the actor types vary only slightly, the
actual actors involved provide some more variation, for the operator is not always the same one. The
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graph below shows for the chosen cases which actors are applicable.

n/a
Arnhem-Nijm De Liemers
Brabant
SRE
Cranendonck
Zuid-Holland
n/a
Teylingen

Figure 3.4: An assessment of the actors involved for each case

The graph displays 11 different actors. For each of those an employee involved in the development
of the station project is interviewed. An exception has been made for Syntus which, being obliged
contractually by the regional government to service the new station, did not play a significant role in
the development of the new station. By addressing all actors, they are in a position to state their
perception of the facts and their opinions on them (and on other actors). It has to be admitted that
actors such as the Rijk are not ‘monolithic’ in a sense that they consist of various departments such
as transport, planning and finance. It cannot be supposed that all these departments work towards
the same goals in the same manner and that they do not disapprove of each other’s policies and
actions (Gallagher, Laver & Mair, 2006). The same goes for provinces, city-regions and municipalities,
but it may also be true to some extent for the non-governmental actors: also those are organised
according to some sectoral divisions. However, in order not to complicate the already complex
constellation of actors, we have decided that it is reasonable not to make this nuance. For in practice,
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actors may be internally divided, eventually their actions can be only one. Considering the fact that
the eventual action taken is decisive in the station project, it is acceptable not to deal with the
process leading towards that action internally.
In order to be able to qualify the statements by all the interviews, additional interviews have been
conducted with several experts from the field of transportation. Most of those are active in the
sector as consultants and are regularly involved in the development of railway stations. There have
also been interviews with two persons member of a non-profit foundation dedicated to the
realisation of one the cases. Even though their focus is thus specifically centred on one case, they
have not been a formal party to the project and can thus be considered as relative bystanders. The
major contribution of these additional interviews especially of those in the consultancy sector lies in
the fact that these interviewees have a high level of expertise and moreover are (more) independent
than interviewees from actors directly involved in one of the discussed cases. A list of those
interviewed can be found in the appendix.

3.4 Presentation
For each of these cases a detailed timeline is developed. On this timeline all developments with
regards to a particular station project are brought together. Specific highlights are laid on those
developments that have repercussions for delays as presented in the hypotheses to this study.
Naturally, if developments with the potential for delay outside of the hypotheses are detected, these
are also discussed. The timelines also serve to highlight the moments in time when the two
important decision-making moments take place as suggested by the project development stage
model. These are firstly the decision to proceed with plan making after a demonstration of positive
feasibility, secondly the decision to construct the station on the basis of a detailed design including a
cost specification. The timelines include a column with a listing of the expected data of completion
and the expected amount of costs. As such, the process of incurring delay and upwardly fluctuating
costs can be made visible. As such, it can be shown how the linear process going from initiative to
realisation in reality gets distorted into a non-linear pattern and if and why this leads to delays.

3.5 Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the methodology of this thesis. First a research strategy was chosen and in
line with that decision the method of case studies. An elaborate case selection process followed in
which, firstly, several criteria were presented and, secondly, provisions were made to ensure that the
whole set of cases is balanced in view of the unique local conditions of every station location. Five
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cases were subsequently selected. These are performed in order to shed light on the validity of the
hypotheses that were drawn up in chapter 2. The results thereof are presented in the next chapter.
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4 Investigation of station projects
The Netherlands is a country of some 16.5 million inhabitants and 41.500 square kilometres in size. It
is a relatively small country that is densely populated. Unsurprisingly the rail network is as a result
also rather dense measuring some 6.830 kilometres in length (ProRail, 2011) on which 391 stations
can be found. On most tracks trains are run at relatively high frequencies. In fact, the Dutch railways
are frequently claimed to be the most busy in all of Europe (Lloyd, 2009, or Treinreiziger, 2009). The
proportion of goods traffic is relatively small (ibid.), probably due to the fact that Netherlands have
an attractive competitor for freight traffic in the form of inland waterways.
Several dozen of the current 391 stations have been opened in the past few decades. In the
previous chapter three stations have been chosen for an in-depth investigation. The results of that
investigation are presented in this chapter. Each case is discussed in turn. The order of the cases is
random: Maarheeze (section 4.1), Sassenheim (4.2), and Westervoort (4.3). In chapter 5 the case
findings are followed by an analysis.

4.1 MAARHEEZE
Maarheeze is a small town situated in the south-eastern part of the Netherlands in the province of
Noord-Brabant. It is a part of the municipality of Cranendonck which hosts some 20.000 inhabitants.
A little over 5.250 of them live in Maarheeze. The other inhabitants are shared between the towns of
Budel (9.050), Budel-Dorplein (1.550), Budel-Schoot (2.100), Gastel (650), and Soerendonk (1.700)
(Cranendonck, 2010). As can be seen in figure 4.1 below displaying a map of Maarheeze and its
surroundings, all these town centres are rather dispersed spatially. The railway line between
Eindhoven and Weert passes the town of Maarheeze on its eastern flank. The western flank is
delineated by the A2 motorway linking the same cities. Considering this geographical layout, a new
station in Maarheeze would benefit first and foremost the citizens of Maarheeze. The inhabitants of
the other localities in the community of Cranendonck are less directly affected. Eventually, the
station has been opened on 13 June 2010.
The case report of Maarheeze is structured as follows: In 4.1.1 the history of train stations in
Maarheeze before the renewed demand for the current station is briefly sketched. In 4.1.2 the
process is described as to how the new station was put on the political agenda. Sections 4.1.3 – 4.1.6
deal with the progress of this aim ever since culminating in the station’s realisation in section 4.1.7.
Section 4.1.8 concludes this case with a summary in the form of a timeline.
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Figure 4.1: Map of Maarheeze and environs: source: www.viamichelin.com

4.1.1 Prelude: the old station
Maarheeze already once had a railway station at its disposal, albeit a relatively small period of time.
This has been from 1913 to 1938, so merely 25 years. The remnants of the station were cleared up in
1966 (terminal) and as recently as the early 90s (other infrastructures) (Stationsweb, 2012a).
Paradoxically, with the clearing up of the station the demand for the reopening of the station grew.
Already in 1985 a feasibility study was performed in which a moderately positive answer was given to
the question whether the station would be economically feasible at all (Hofstra Verkeersadviseurs,
1984-5). Another feasibility study published more than a decade later (1998) was rather negative
about the potential of a new station in contrast (Cranendonck, 2007). Nevertheless, the demand for
reopening surged amounting to debate in political assemblies such as the municipal and provincial
councils. In the early 2000s a new feasibility study was announced by the regional government SRE
(Stadsregio Eindhoven).
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4.1.2 The resurgence of the early 2000s
The announcement in January 2001 (ED, 2001) by the city-region SRE (Stadsregio Eindhoven) to
conduct another feasibility study for the station of Maarheeze can be seen as the starting point
which eventually led to the opening in 2010. This is considered the start of the initiative phase. Of
course, it can be argued that the feasibility study of 1984-5 should be the starting point, but we feel
that the long period in between during which no developments whatsoever could be recorded is
simply too long (more than a decade) to be considered part of the same process. That is not to say
that events suddenly were high paced after the announcement in January 2001. More than two years
later, in February 2002, the provincial government entered the arena by sending plans for the station
to the national transport ministry. Near the end of the year another statement is issued, this time by
the transport ministry, SRE, and the municipality of Cranendonck jointly, consisting of a wish to study
the feasibility of a station before proceeding with plan development. At the time, all parties involved
expected that as soon as 2006 a new station could be opened, provided that its feasibility was
demonstrated (ED, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c).
In 2003 there have been practically no developments on the station project itself. More
importantly in the background, however, was the policy vision issued by the provincial government
on the intended spatial-transportational direction for the region. Several ‘scenarios’ for this future
were produced between which at the end of the study the policy makers could choose. The choice
fell on the so-called Stadsrandscenario in which spatial development was supposed to be
concentrated on the edges of existing urban centres preferably along railway lines that could offer
quick transport to and fro the city centre, usually by building a new station along an existing line (ED,
2004a). Maarheeze is not such a place, it is not situated close enough to any of the larger urban areas
in the province. Therefore, no station in Maarheeze was envisaged in this scenario implying that (to
say the least) no financial support from the province could be expected. A station in Maarheeze was
part of another scenario (the so-called Weidescenario in which spatial development was mostly
situated away from existing congested urban areas) but that was considered less attractive by the
policy makers. Paradoxically, this choice has proven to be a milestone in the development of a new
station, for an unsuspected reason: The rejection of a new station in Maarheeze by the choice for the
Stadsrandscenario was the direct cause for the establishment of what was later to be called the
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Stichting Station Maarheeze (SSM)25. This is a civil initiative of several inhabitants of Maarheeze that
did not agree with the rejection of the station.

4.1.3 The Driebos location
The Stadsrandscenario was chosen early 2004. Nevertheless, it was envisaged in the study that a new
station in Maarheeze could potentially attract as much as 2.750 users in 2010 (ED, 2004b). In terms
of average numbers of users of stations all around the Netherlands this is a very high number indeed.
Naturally, this fuelled debate as to whether the station had potential regardless of its falling outside
the preferred spatial scenario.
The SSM almost immediately on its foundation gave a new twist to the debate. So far, the
attention had been on the reopening of a new station on its ancient location near the town centre
where the former station had been. The SSM, however, argued that a location more to the south
called Driebos had more potential. The argument was that, in spite of the fact that the location
Driebos is further away from the town dwellings, its access routes especially in relation to the A2
motorway are excellent. By this and other road links the new station would also be much more
accessible for the other town centres in the municipality of Cranendonck (ED, 2004c). This idea
quickly materialised politically. In a rare event the Dutch national carrier NS wanted to discuss this
idea with both the SSM and the national transport ministry (ED, 2004d, 2004e). Political support for
the station was becoming widespread: Cranendock (SSM, 2004), SRE, and the parliamentary
commission in the provincial government (CC, 2004a). The regional government, however, continued
to turn down the idea after already rejecting the station in the Stadsrandscenario. Nevertheless, the
city region of SRE announced a new feasibility study (again!) for the station halfway 2004 (ED, 2004f).
Near the end of the year the SSM demonstrated there was also considerable societal support by
presenting the mayor of Cranendonck some 7.000 autographs (CC, 2004b), “nearly half of the
population of Cranendonck” according to a member of the SSM.

25

On its foundation the SSM was called Collectief Station Maarheeze.
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Figure 4.2: the contested locations for the station of Maarheeze; below the out-of-town Driebos location that
eventually won the contest; source: Google Maps

At the beginning of 2005 the business case that was announced by city region SRE halfway 2004 was
presented (ED, 2005). It stated, interestingly, and with a feeling for understatement that “for a
considerable time already there have been discussions on the construction of a station in
Maarheeze” (Goudappel Coffeng, 2005). Another interesting feature about the study was that, even
though the SSM has grouped actors in favour of the Driebos location, the business case suggested
that the location in the town centre should be preferred. The SSM reacted by claiming that the
potential P+R function of location Driebos had been underestimated. Surprisingly, it was supported
in this claim by the ANWB, traditionally a cyclists union, today mostly an car owners association. As a
result of its constituency (membership) the ANWB is a very powerful interest group. The support of
this group was thus heartily welcomed by the SSM.

4.1.4 A temporary station then?
At the start of 2006 the idea for a temporary ‘skeleton’ station surfaced, a station built with the
lowest possible standards as to minimise costs. This idea came out of the vaults of the provincial
headquarters, so far the party proving to be the least supportive of the station. It was thought that a
skeleton station could be built both easily and quickly. As such, the station could ‘prove’ itself in
reality (De Grenskoerier, 2006). When successful (many users) the station could be rebuilt or
refurbished to become a ‘regular‘ station. When unsuccessful (few users) the station could be
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deconstructed at small costs. As such, high costs for repeated studies into the users potential could
be prevented. In addition, a temporary station could be an attractive idea because of the upcoming
major reconstruction works on the A2 motorway that runs parallel to the railway line. It was clear by
then that a ‘normal’ station could never be completed in time before the construction work would
start. Eventually, the temporary station would never surface.
It was at the same time (early 2006) that the SSM succeeded in placing the issue on the national
political agenda. Eventually the station even became the subject of formal questions addressed to
the national minister by a member of parliament in the Second Chamber (SSM, 2006a). Eventually
this resulted in the minister claiming (in the Second Chamber of Parliament) that the station could be
realised as early as 2007 (SSM, 2006b). At the provincial political level a resolution was accepted
unanimously which said that the provincial government should instruct the infrastructure manager to
start working out a detailed plan for the realisation of the station. In October this became reality (ED,
2006a). The resolution also reserved €1,25 million as a contribution for the preparation and
construction costs of the station. It nevertheless turned out quickly that 2007 would be too soon for
the new station. In March 2007 the municipality issued a project plan with a detailed planning
section: opening foreseen in December 2008 (SSM, 2007). A few months later, however, the
infrastructure manager reacted by stating the early 2009 would be the earliest possible date for the
station to open (ED, 2007a). Nevertheless, and importantly, in November 2007 the national minister
announced that the transport ministry would make a considerable financial contribution for the
realisation of a station in Maarheeze (ED, 2007b) Early 2008 Cranendonck followed suit with a
contribution of € 0,5 million (ED, 2008). At around this time, however, the first signs of another
important ‘side discussion’ emerged, paradoxically about buses.

4.1.5 The bus saga
In January 2008 the discussion about bus lines gained momentum. It revolved around the question
how the bus network around Maarheeze should be organised after completion of the station. City
region SRE had proposed a network with quite a few changes which ignited some concern among
local dwellers. Some were concerned that with the new bus network they would be (far) worse off,
even with the station realised. This discussion soared in local and regional media and would last as
long as until the end of 2009. It thus lasted almost two years.
At the heart of the discussion was the so-called ‘feeder-philosophy’ which says that trains are
the main bearer of regional public transport. Buses should feed passengers to the train network. Bus
connections should not run parallel to trains and connect directly. Rather, they should connect
stations to and fro. Buses and trains as such reinforce each other in an integral network. The idea is
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that this philosophy guarantees the fastest connections for the greatest number. Moreover, it
reduces ‘unnecessary’ parallel running of bus and train and as such is more efficient (speaking in
terms of costs mostly).
However, not all are enthusiastic about this philosophy. Complaints can summarised in the
following items, all of which played also in the discussion around the new station of Maarheeze; the
new public transport ‘grid’:




Necessitates additional transfers
Forces me to make a detour
Requires me to buy a separate ticket for both train and bus (less comfortable, more costly)

Because of the wider legal framework in the Netherlands the third complaint could not be dealt with
in any way by regional actors (at the time ticket integration was controlled by the national
government). The first and second, however, were mitigated by effecting some changes to the
proposed new bus grid. This could only be done after negotiations with the train operator who
demanded extra payments for halting at the new train stop also when passenger number were lower
than expected. The train operator feared that if the bus network was not downgraded to some
extent, the station would lose competitive power to it.
The bus discussion played significantly and not only in the background. In June 2009 a
delegation from a political party (the SP, very left wing socialists) with three prominent party
members26 visited the town of Maarheeze and declared their support for keeping the existing bus
network intact (ED, 2007-200927). All this attention presented policy makers with a dilemma: either
giving in to the demands of NS and have the station, but at the costs of significant local discontent. If
this were not enough, another surprise surfaced in the wake of the bus network discussion.

4.1.6 The points affair
Halfway 2007 a consultancy firm commissioned by the infrastructure manager reported on the
conclusion of a design study. A total of four variants were proposed ranging from €4,66 to €14,25
million of which the cheapest was given preference. More importantly, it was asserted that
relocation of a nearby points28 was not necessary (ProRail, 2007a). That was important considering
the fact that relocating points is a costly affair.

26

These were: Jan Marijnissen, Agnes Kant & Emile Roemer
Because of the flood of newspaper coverage on this debate, the reference is here simplified
28
Points are interchanges between tracks; so at points trains can change tracks
27
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Preparations continued with the municipality adjusting the spatial plan in order to make the
development of the station possible with regards to its physical integration. As said, early 2008
financial contributions from the national ministry and the municipality were made. In May 2008 the
train operator sent in its guarantee to service the station upon completion. The realisation of the
station finally seemed to have gained momentum. In September of the same year, however, a major
‘shock’ settled in. While working out a provisional design to a more detailed design it was found out
the relocating the nearby points was not inevitable after all (ED, 2009). Estimated costs of this
change: €1,6 million. Relative to the €4,66 million for the entire station as was envisaged until then,
the additional €1,6 million can be called a substantial cost increase. Interestingly, the ‘discovery’ was
made by the same independent consultancy firm that initially stated that the points relocation was
not necessary.
This discovery no doubt delayed the arrival of the station, as more financial resources had to be
secured. Very reluctantly, the municipal council of Cranendonck accepted a budget increase from
€0,5 to €1,0 million. The provincial assembly followed suit by increasing its contribution with €1,7
million. Finally, also the national ministry raised its contribution with €0,75 million. By then, some
three quarters of a year had lapsed. Ironically, when the infrastructure manager eventually organised
the tender for the construction of the station, the agreed sum was no less than €1,5 million lower
than the estimate. This was partly a result of the economic crises that was budding at the time. It
could be said that three quarters of a year was lost searching for money that eventually turned out
not to be needed.

4.1.7 Realisation
At the start of 2010 construction of the station could finally start. The estimated date of opening of
the new station was set on 13 June (SSM, 2009). This date was met. No drawbacks were experienced
during the construction stage. So, after more than nine years after SRE had first declared its intent to
have a feasibility study conducted for the station, a train finally really halted in Maarheeze. In 2002
still it was asserted by the province of Noord-Brabant that realisation could be matter of fact in 2006;
in 2006 the national minister claimed in Parliament that the station could be realised by 2007. The
business case in 2005 estimated total costs between €2,5 and €2,75 million. Eventually, the station
had cost some €5 million. What does that money get you? Two platforms of some 200 meters length,
bicycle sheds on the both sides of the tracks (160 places), 75 parkings lots and a new bus stop. And
not to forget, 2 trains halting each hour in both directions.
The timeline summarises all major events for the station of Maarheeze. This is done in a
standardised format which eases comparisons with the other cases to come. As starting year has
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been chosen the announcement by the city region to have a feasibility study conducted. Even though
this could be considered the third (!) feasibility study in a row, it is felt that after the first two periods
of inactivity were simply too long (more than 10 years after the first, 3 years after the second) that
these could not seriously be taken as starting points. They are nevertheless mentioned below.

MAARHEEZE - timeline
Year since
start
-16

Expected year Estimatd costs
of opening (in million €)

Quarter Event

NN
Feasibility study (1) by Hofstra Verkeersadviseurs

-3

NN Feasibility study (2) by RailNed

0

1 SRE announces feasibility study (3)

1

3 Ministry does not want to act before feasibility
study is published
4 SRE executive vies for station

2

3 Policy vision on PT by SRE hesitant on Maarheeze,
a 'possible' development

3

1 Policy vision on spatial development by Province:
no station for Maarheeze
1 Foundation of civil initiatve (CSM, later SSM)
1 First mention of Driebos location by SSM
1 SSM in provincial parliamentary commission:
parliamentary majority support, provincial
executive nevertheless refuses station
2 SSM invited by NS to discuss ideas
2 All parties discuss 'transferium' station
4 Station included in regional transport plan by SRE
4 SSM presents maire 7,250 autographs
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After 2006
2005 / 2006

Withdrawn

2006

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 Automobile and cyclists union (ANWB) joins
supporters of station
1 Publication of feasibility study (3); positive
feasibility confirmed; preference for old location
1 Province, SSM & ANWB disappointed in lack of
attention for P+R potential; province withdraws
2 SRE & Cranendonck present feasibility study to NS
& ProRail
1 Province re-enters with idea for temporary
'skeleton' station
1 Station emerges on national political agenda:
formal questions in Second Chamber
2 New provincial executive in support of station
2 Province reserves €1.25 mln
3 NS states in letter to province that 'at first sight' a
station in Maarheeze has potential
4 All regional parties commission ProRail for design
study
4 Message from Minister to Second Chamber: "In
2007 Maarheeze will have a station again!"
1 Planning for station issued by municipality: no
station before December 2008
2 Publication of design study: 4 variants, no
relocation of nearby point required
4 Minister announces financial contribution of
€1.25 mln

2006 (dec)

2007

2007

2008 (dec)
2009 (jun)

1 Start of discussion on proposed changes to the bus
network
1 Municipality reserves €0.5 mln
1 SRE contributes €1 mln; province raises to €2 mln
2 to 4 Municipality adapts spatial plans
2 NS issues guarantee to service station
3 Provisional design shows that nearby points must
be relocated after all; costs: €1.6 mln
1
1
1
2

Station delayed to mid-2010
Municipality reluctantly raises to €1 mln
Province raises to €3.7 mln
Contract between province, municipality and
ProRail for construction of station
2 Minstry raises to €2 mln
3 Tender presents financial leeway: €1.5 mln less
costly than estimated
4 NS and SRE reach agreement on financial risk of
keeping bus network intact: less than 1,000
passengers are compensated; ending the role of the
bus discussion for station development
1 Construction starts
2 Opening
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2.5 to 2.7

4.7

6.3
2010 (june)

6.6

5

4.2 SASSENHEIM
The next station that is discussed here is Sassenheim. Sassenheim is a town in the province of ZuidHolland in the western part of the Netherlands also known as the Randstad. Until 2006 it was a
municipality of its own, but from the 1st of January that year the municipality merged with two other
towns (Warmond and Voorhout) under the new name of Teylingen. The new municipality hosts some
35.000 inhabitants of which some 15.000 reside in Sassenheim. Figure 4.2 displays a map of the
region around Sassenheim. The town is situated right next to the A44 motorway linking Amsterdam
and Leiden / The Hague. Parallel to the motorway runs the railway line connecting the same urban
centres. The railway line is called the Schiphollijn after the national airport that can be seen in the top
right corner of the map.

Figure 4.3: Map of Sassenheim and environs: source: www.viamichelin.com
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The municipality of Teylingen is rather compact. The town of Voorhout is close by. The town of
Warmond is somewhat further away across the A44 motorway. Warmond is practically part of the
agglomeration of Leiden. Voorhout has a station of its own (since 1997) but on another railway line,
the one linking the urban areas of Leiden and Haarlem (Stationsweb, 2012b). A new station in
Sassenheim eventually opened in December 2011.
The case report of Sassenheim is structured as follows. In 4.2.1 the initiative phase of the station
is discussed. Sections 4.2.2 to 4.2.5 discuss the development phase culminating in a construction
decision. Lastly, section 4.2.6 deals with the construction and opening of the station.

4.2.1 Initiative for a new station
In 2004 the first signs for the initiative can be traced. In July of that year the then still independent
municipalities of Warmond, Voorhout and Sassenheim requested the provincial government of ZuidHolland to investigate the potential for a station in Sassenheim on the location Warmonderdam (HR,
2004a). The idea was debated in the municipal partnership Holland-Rijnland29. It was claimed that a
station in Sassenheim had “a very high chance to be realised” as it complied “with ease to all criteria
set by NS and ProRail” (HR, 2004b). This signifies a lot of confidence in the successful bid for a new
station on behalf of the municipalities. Interestingly, this forum already opted for another location
for the new station: Wasbeek. In its reply to the municipal letter the province left no doubt as to the
location to be preferred. It said that if a station on the location Warmonderdam be realised, an
annual contribution of € 250,000 to NS would be required in order to cover exploitation losses. In
other words: that location would not attract passenger numbers high enough to outweigh the costs
of stopping at the station. It is not clear how this figure was exactly calculated. It is not unlikely that
the province overestimated to some extent the financial contribution in order to strengthen its call
for a station on the location Wasbeek. It was also said that a station at the Warmonderdam would
mean a delay in the realisation of a station as a result of the spatial programme at that location. A
station at Wasbeek could be realised “in the short term” without annual financial contributions to
NS. The short term was then defined as early as December 2006 (HR, 2004c).

29

Holland-Rijnland is a partnership of no less than 15 municipalities in the southern part of the Randstad. The
municipality of Teylingen is one of them. The partnerships rests on voluntary cooperation and has no formal
powers.
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Figure 4.4: Contested locations for station Sassenheim; top right the location Wasbeek that was eventually
preferred; source: Google Maps

4.2.2 Location choice
In the beginning of next year (2005) more good news followed: the national transport minister
announced a financial contribution for the new station (HR, 2005a). The contribution amounted to €
8.5 million but had to be shared with another station project in the same region (near Schiedam).
The minister did not indicate a partition of the contribution between the two stations
(ZoetermeerOV, 2005). The first half of the year there is more quarrel as to the station location. The
municipality prefers the Warmonderdam, while the province prefers the Wasbeeklaan. Even though
contrary to its preference, the province co-finances additional studies to the Wasbeeklaan location.
There results thereof nevertheless convinced all parties of the location Wasbeeklaan in September
(HR, 2005b).
Now that the location choice had finally been taken in favour of the Wasbeeklaan, the regional
partners decided to request ProRail to conduct a design study for that location. The half year lost in
the uncertainty about the location directly lead to a half year delay; the station was now expected to
be up and running mid 2007 (HR, 2005b). It would not be the last delay.
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4.2.3 Local resistance and a small tunnel
In 2006 and 2007 not much progress could be recorded on the station project as resistance among
the local dwellers mounted. The resistance centred on the effects of the proposed new road layout
around the station. Initially it was planned to ´selectively´ close the road crossing the rails (with a
tunnel, so non-level) for all traffic except those locals that needed to get through in order for them to
reach their homes. Both NS and ProRail rejected this idea as they considered this would worsen
unacceptable the level of safety for both pedestrian and cyclists trying to reach the station. In
response the municipality then proposed to block the road completely, but this ignited strong
resistance from the locals. The resistance had some success, as in October 2006 the municipality
decided that a total block was off the program (Leidsch Dagblad, 2006).
The road tunnel passing underneath the railway posed a problem in another way. As a condition
for its support for the station NS demanded that the station at least be serviced by one regional bus
service. The idea is that such a bus service brings travellers to the train as the station functions as a
transfer opportunity. The only way to cross the station, however, is by the tunnel. In 2007 it
appeared that the then current tunnel was too small for buses to pass through. This meant that the
tunnel had to be widened, a costly affair which would in principle have to be borne by the
municipality (the party responsible for the local roads). In May 2008 the province came to aid
financially by providing a million € to the municipality. By then, the expected date of opening had
already lapsed more than two years to December 2009 (Leidsch Dagblad, 2008).

4.2.4 A new spatial plan and expensive cables
In June 2009 the municipality organised a public information meeting, partly to assuage local
resistance against the station. At the time the municipality was undertaking the required acquisition
of land and changes to the spatial plan, the last of which open to complaints by all legal persons. A
complaint was made by seven legal persons, all were eventually rejected. In November the adjusted
spatial plan was irrevocably set by the municipal council. In the third quarter the municipality
commissioned the study for the non-rail related aspects of the station. The expected date of opening
lapsed another year to settle at December 2010 (HR, 2009).
In January of the subsequent year (2010) the Wasbeeklaan road again got to the centre of
attention. The municipal councillor considered that ‘additional delay’ is not unrealistic. The reason: In
addition to widening the tunnel underneath the rails, it had also to deepened (so that higher vehicles
could pass). However, at the site ‘expensive cables’ are directly beneath the surface which have to be
moved in order to be able to deepen the tunnel. Costs so high that it was now considered to build an
altogether new road as access route to the station (!) (De Teyding, 2010a). An idea that the was not
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followed up eventually, but the councillor was right in his estimation of more delay. In June he
proclaimed that the station would be fact of life mid 2011. In the same month the municipality was
finally able to issue the building permit for the construction works to start (De Teyding, 2010b). At
the end of the month the construction actually started.

4.2.5 A station without trains
The construction works on the station were finished in April 2011. It was expected at the start that
trains could halt at the station by mid 2011 when the operator performs small changes to the
timetable (as it does each year in the middle of the year). However, the municipality needed the
remainder of the year to work on the access to the station, including the works on the tunnel. After
this additional half year, the first train could finally halt at the new station in December 2012.
The total costs for the station were € 10.0 million. The national ministry contributed
substantially with € 8.0 million (Rijksoverheid, 2011b). The contribution was much higher than
initially foreseen, and thanks to the inclusion of the station in the multi-annual programme on spatial
planning and transport (MIRT). Incorporation in this programme yields significant additional financial
resources from the national level. The province contributed the remainder of € 2.0 million. The
municipality only had to incur costs for the preparation of the access routes, the square and the bus
stop. What does one get for that amount of money? Four (peak hours) or two trains halting each
hour in both directions, 300 hundred parking places for P+R opportunities, 630 bike sheds. It is
expected that on a daily basis 2.000 passengers will use the station (NOS, 2011; De Teyding, 2011).
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SASSENHEIM - timeline
Year since
start

0

1

Expected year Estimatd costs
of opening (in million €)

Quarter Event

2 Request by municipality to province to
investigate potential for new station
3 High confidence in station potential
displayed in Holland Rijnland executive
4 Response of province: location
Warmonderdam unfeasible, location
Wasbeeklaan high potential
1 Transport minister reserves € 8.5 million to
be shared with other station
1 Municipality in principle supporting
Wasbeeklaan, nevertheless conducting
additional studies for Warmonderdam
3 Additional studies not showing any other
perspective than before, so location now
definitie (Wasbeeklaan); design study
requested

2

4 Municipal decision to annull road closure of
Wasbeeklaan after local protests

3

2 NS demands bus line to service station; the
only possible road goes through the tunnel
which is too small for buses to pass

4

2 Province announces € 1.0 million in subsidy
to the municipality, a.o. for adjusting the
tunnel

2006 (dec)

2007 (mid)

2009 (dec)

4 Province raises its contribution to € 2.0
million including the station in the
Stedenbaan programme
5

3 Municipality commissions design for non-rail
aspects of station
4 All complaints against adjusted land use plan
rejected
NN Inclusion in MIRT project book
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8.1

2010 (dec)

6

7

1 Tunnel adjustments require replacement of
'expensive cables' --> alternative access
route to station investigated
2 More delay announced
2 Building permit issued to ProRail
3 Construction works start
1 & 2 Station completed
3 & 4 Non-rail aspects (square, access routes,
tunnel) under construction
4 Opening
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2011 (mid)

10.0

4.3 WESTERVOORT
The next case is the station of Westervoort that was opened in December of 2011. Westervoort is a
town in the eastern part of the Netherlands in the province of Gelderland. It is a municipality of its
own and hosts some 15,000 inhabitants. Figure 4.3 shows a map of Westervoort and its environs.
The town is situated close to the city of Arnhem, nevertheless separated from it by the IJssel river. A
bridge on the nearby provincial road connects the two sites. A little further away lies the A12
motorway with its own river crossing. Directly next to the provincial road bridge lies the railway
bridge of the line connecting Zevenaar with Arnhem. Apart from being in the province of Gelderland,
Westervoort along with 19 other municipalities also takes part in the city region of Arnhem-Nijmegen
(seen in the bottom of the map).

Figure 4.5: Map of Westervoort and environs: source: www.viamichelin.com
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4.3.1 RegioRail and beyond
Just like Maarheeze also Westervoort already once had a station before, from 1856 to 1936
(Stationsweb, 2012c). The first mention of a new station in Westervoort could be traced in the
Ontwerp netwerknota that was adopted by the provincial government in 1999 (Provincie Gelderland,
1999). In a regional masterplan for public transport that followed some two years later also the city
region of Arnhem Nijmegen saw it fit to reopen the station of Westervoort. This masterplan was
called RegioRail KAN at the outset but is nowadays known as Stadsregiorail. The main tenet of the
programme is to offer high-frequent (light) train services across the city-region. Apart from
Westervoort, the programme also aims for the development of railway stations on other sites. One
of those has already been completed in May 2009 (Mook-Molenhoek). Two others (Zevenaar-Oost &
Nijmegen Winkelsteeg / De Goffert still await realisation, while two more have been scrapped from
the list because of too low feasibility (Arnhem Business Park & Wijchen-West) (Stadsregiorail, 2012).
The Stadsregiorail masterplan was started in 2001, but preparations for the new stations did not
follow suit. When the masterplan was adopted it was thought that a new regional railway station at
Westervoort could open before 2006, but the first feasibility study for the station of Westervoort
was conducted in 2003. We consider this as the start of the initiative stage, because directly after the
adoption of the Ontwerp netwerknota and Regiorail KAN nothing concrete was initiated. The study
indicated a positive feasibility for the station in terms of expected passenger numbers (V&W, 2009b).
In March 2004, the municipal council of Westervoort agreed on the realisation of a new station. No
definite choice was made for a location at the time (Stadsregio Arnhem Nijmegen, 2004a). This was
followed in April 2004 by the choice for a so-called ‘preference-alternative’ for the entire RegioRail
plan. The station of Westervoort then was thought to be realised still before 2006 (Nijmegen, 2004).
More good news followed later that month from the national level: the transport ministry was to
contribute an additional €10.4 mln. for the RegioRail project. In her policy note to Parliament the
minister claimed that the among the two first projects to be realised was the station of Westervoort
(Stadsregio Arnhem Nijmegen, 2004b). Later that year the municipal council of Westervoort chose a
location for the station near the centre of the town, which left nothing wanting as to start
development (Westervoort, 2004).

4.3.2 Capacity, curves, slopes
In 2005 the first problems arose in the development of the station. The problems can be categorised
in two different elements. The first one is the ‘discovery’ that at the intended station location the
rails are both in a slight curve and a slope. At the site the railway is already gaining altitude for the
river crossing (bridge) in the direction of Arnhem. Even though the curve and slope are very minor
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(see the map in figure 4.6 to see the alignment of the ‘curve’), ProRail has a policy in which practically
no curve or slope are permitted. ProRail, trying to be a ‘constructive’ partner proposed to alter the
station location more to the east (further from the bridge). However, this was a location away from
the town centre and not the location approved in the municipal council. The location was also not
included in the feasibility study, which meant that were this location really an option, some sort of
feasibility test had to be redone. The attitude of ProRail caused major discontent with the project
partners and halted development: ProRail refused to continue on the original envisaged location.
The second problem that came to the forefront was the lack of capacity of the railway. Or not
exactly the railway in Westervoort, but the platform capacity of the nearby main station of Arnhem.
The development study showed that not enough platforms were available if the additional stop in
Westervoort had to be made. The situation was not helped by the fact that the operator (Syntus) was
running relatively old trains that accelerate relatively slowly. It might well have been that this
problem inflicted the coup de grâce for the station plans, were it not for the fact that significant
reconstruction works at the station of Arnhem were envisaged including an extension of platform
capacity. Arnhem is one of six stations in the Netherlands with a high-speed train stop about which
the national government decided to finance large scale reconstruction works to make these stations
attractive multi-modal transport nodes. Arnhem was one of the first of these stations to be
reconstructed, but its realisation was at the time still lying in the future. Moreover, the size of the
project meant it to be a multi-annual event and unfortunately, this project experienced significant
delays of its own.

4.3.3 The ‘2nd phase’ of preparations
In February 2006 an agreement was made between the city region and the municipality which
regulated mutual responsibilities including financial contributions (Stadsregio Arnhem Nijmegen,
2006). An interesting discursive aspect here is that the agreement was framed as the start of the
second phase of preparations, a misnomer for the scarce development of the years before. By now it
was already clear that a station by 2006 was no longer realistic. The regional executive indicated
when the agreement was signed that the end of 2008 would be more realistic. Nearing the end of the
year, however, it lapsed to 2009 already. It appeared that the city region was in a deep struggle with
ProRail. The latter party indicated that it was useless to further develop the station before the
reconstruction of the station of Arnhem was completed. The city region, however, believed that it
could convince ProRail of the possibility to have a stop in Westervoort even before an additional
platform in Arnhem was realised. A detailed proposed timetable was sent to ProRail to that effect,
but without the desired result. In the words of the combative regional executive: “And if ProRail says
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2009 is not an option, then we struggle as long as necessary until we are proven right”. He
furthermore claimed that a new station by 2012 (when the reconstruction of the station of Arnhem
was foreseen) was unacceptable. He nevertheless admitted that his own organisation, the city
region, has not been sufficiently expeditious over the recent years (SP, 2006).
Testimony to the confidence at the city region’s headquarters was the leaflet about the state of
affairs of the RegioRail project issued early 2007: In the words of the municipal executive “the station
is realised by the end of 2009” (Stadsregio Arnhem Nijmegen, 2009). In May 2007 the city region
formally requests ProRail to investigate a timetable with the station of Westervoort for 2009. Half a
year later the unsurprising formal reaction came: the station cannot be realised before 2012 even in
line with the suggested timetable. A highly displeased regional executive prostrated with the national
minister for support. Testimony to his chagrin was his suggestion to let another party than ProRail
realise the reconstruction of Arnhem (SP, 2007a). Early December one of the highest managers of
ProRail reconfirmed that in no way a station could fit in the timetable before 2012. He added that it
is not even unlikely that even that date cannot be met (SP, 2007b). By now, the city region seemed to
acknowledge it could not win this ‘battle’. As a ‘compromise’ ProRail suggested early 2008 that
already all necessary procedures could be started so that as soon as the reconstruction of Arnhem
was completed the station could be inaugurated.

4.3.4 Still another location?
In the course of 2008 ProRail thus started to continue preparations, but in October surprised the city
region and the municipality by suggesting another location after all for the new station. This
obviously did not land well. The municipality felt that already some time ago the municipal council
has decided the location for the station and that ProRail should not mingle in that. Moreover, the
municipality had integrated the station project in a wider town centre renewal scheme. The city
region claimed to be stunned that after five years of the project this ‘discovery’ should turn up (De
Gelderlander, 2009). Nevertheless, after intervention by the national minister, the city region saw
itself forced to have the alternative location investigated. Moreover, the city region should cover the
costs of this additional research (SP, 2008).
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Figure 4.6: Contested locations for the station of Westervoort; the top left location near the town’s commercial
centre was eventually chosen; source: Google Maps (note that the station sign placed by Google Maps is
somewhat off the mark)

In May 2008 ProRail presented for both locations several (preliminary) design alternatives. Some of
the alternatives were rather drastic. In order to overcome the slope on the original location, one
alternative proposed to elevate the tracks over a distance of 400 to 500 metres (!) The preferred
alternative included a new tunnel under the railway. This alternative was developed further. The
location put forward by ProRail earlier was thus abandoned. At the end of the year the preliminary
design was concluded. It was indicated that because the chosen location did not fit in with minimal
design standards the operator had to take measures to minimise the ‘gap’ between the platform and
halting trains (in Dutch this is infamously called the instapspleet). In addition, an exemption to the
standards had to be applied for with the national railway inspection. The city region decided to
demand a higher financial contribution from the municipality. At the end of 2009 a new project
manager was appointed by ProRail. As a result some changes had to be made to the design; costs
(€35,000) to be borne by the city region. In March 2010 the municipal council agrees to increase the
financial contribution for the realisation of the parvis and the parking lot. In May the definitive design
was completed after which the wait began.
As was already indicated by ProRail, there was no use in realising the station before the
completion of the reconstruction of Arnhem. No less than a year later the construction works on the
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actual station started. Half a year later the station was officially opened, almost ten years after the
feasibility test was conducted. Total costs: €10.3 million, the brunt of which borne by the city region
(€9.7 million), the rest by the municipality (€0.6 million). Interestingly, even though four trains each
direction pass the station during most of the day, only two of those actually stop. It was intended
that all four were to stop at Westervoort, but the trains currently employed are not capable of
accelerating quickly enough. From the end of 2012 it is expected that also the other two trains can
stop at Westervoort as new trains are being brought in by a new operator having won the tender for
the provision of public transport in the region.
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WESTERVOORT - timeline
Year since
start

Expected year Estimatd costs
of opening (in million €)

Quarter Event

-4

3 Policy vision "Ontwerp netwerknota"
approved by provincial government in which
Westervoort is highlighted as a location for a
new station

-2

2 Adoption of masterplan for public transport
in city region Arnhem Nijmegen in which a
new station of Westervoort was announced

Before 2006

0

3 Publication of feasibility study: positive
feasibility

1

1 Municipality agrees with station plans
2 City region adopts preference-alternative for Before 2006
RegioRail
2 Transport ministry contributes additional
€10,0 million to RegioRail, part of which
intended for Westervoort
4 Municipality chooses location for station near
city centre

3

1 Agreement between city region and
municipality on mutual responsibilities and
cost division
4 ProRail indicates dependence on completion
of reconstruction of station in Arnhem; city
region refuses

4

2009

1 Leaflet of RegioRail; municipal executive
claims: by 2009 a new station
2 Formal request by city region to investigate
timetable alternatives to fit in station
without waiting for completion at Arnhem
4 Formal reply by ProRail: even proposed
2009 / 2012
timetable alternatives not feasible
4 City region suggest to minister to have other
party than ProRail to conduct the
reconstruction at Arnhem
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5

1 Turmoil in local council on position of
ProRail; city region still adamant to realise
the station long before 2012
3 ProRail 'suddenly' wishes to investigate new
location because of curve and slope at the
originally intended location
3 Municipality declines proposal, but after
intervention of the minister the city region
admits and finances additional studies for
alternative location
4 Start of design phase

6

2 Preliminary design alternatives for both
2011 (end)
locations completed: alternative location
abandoned and preference for new tunnel at
originally intended location
4 Preliminary design concluded: measures
required by operator to minimise 'gap'
between platform and train; derogation
procedure required by city region at the
national inspection for transgressing minimal
design standards

7

1 Adjustments to design at the request of new
project leader at ProRail
2 Municipality agrees with additional financial
contribution
2 Definitive design concluded and adopted

8

2 Start construction works
4 Opening

9.7

10.3

After this discussion of three cases of station development in the Netherlands, the next chapter
wraps it all up and analyses the development in the light of the hypotheses that were laid out at the
start.
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5 Analysis
This chapter brings together the results of the three case studies that were presented in the above. It
starts by wrapping up the actual duration of the different development stages. Secondly, a concise
analysis per case follows, leading, thirdly, to an analysis in which all three are taken together and
attention is paid to the hypotheses of this study.

5.1 Duration of station projects
Now that for three stations the development process has been laid out in detail, this process can be
divided in the stages of project development: initiative, development, realisation. As said before, this
division simplifies reality, but has analytical value. It is therefore useful to compare the stations in
this regard.

Maarheeze

Initiative

Sassenheim

Development
Realisation
Westervoort

0,00

2,00

4,00

6,00

8,00

10,00

Duration (years)

Figure 5.1: The duration of project stages of the station project cases

In total, the station projects lasted from 7 years and 3 quarters (Sassenheim) to 9 years and 2
quarters (Maarheeze). These figures should be taken with some caution. Especially the start of the
initiative stage is sometimes difficult to establish. This has already been explained for Maarheeze, but
for the other cases something similar applies. Nevertheless, the figures give a good indication of
project duration. As was assumed in the theoretical part, the realisation stage indeed seems rather
unproblematic, taking only half a year for both Maarheeze and Westervoort. Sassenheim required a
year and a quarter but this was not due to construction works on the station itself which was
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completed in roughly half a year as well. The works on the tunnel railway crossing conducted by the
municipality caused the additional construction time in display here.
The development stage has taken roughly between 4 and 6 years for the three cases,
Maarheeze being the quickest. Nevertheless, precisely this station experienced a very long initiative
stage of almost six years. For Sassenheim and Westervoort this took less than 2 years. The reason is
simple and will be elaborated upon in the analysis below: Maarheeze had to struggle long against
negative feasibility. Sassenheim only faced this problem on an alternative location and for
Westervoort negative feasibility was never a question at all.
The duration of stages does not necessarily say something about delay even though they
provide a signal. Therefore, a closer look must be taken at the events that were discussed in detail in
the previous chapter. Next follows the analysis in the order of the hypotheses.

5.2 Administrative complexity reviewed
The first hypothesis centred on the Elverding thought about administrative complexity, the excessive
amount of participating actors and their mutual dependencies. Two dimensions are relevant here:
the amount of actors active in the station project and the dispersal of production power among
them. The question is whether production power is centred in those parties which have control over
transport policies. It is easiest to discuss both these elements actor by actor. The (core) actors
identified are at least four parties: a regional (province of city-region) and a local government
(municipality), the infrastructure manager, and, the operator. In most cases, however, a fifth player
in the form of the national government is present. In some cases a sixth actor plays a role where both
a provincial government and a city-region are responsible to some extent for public transport. Next
follows a discussion for each individual actor in which the level of initiative for new stations is
contrasted with the level of production power.

5.2.1 The national level
A very frank question about the involvement of the national level could be: Why should the national
minister responsible for national (transport) policies and projects be bothered by new stations that
only have a local and regional function? The national Parliament from time to time lobbies for the
realisation of one or other regional station. The minister typically replies that it is a matter for the
regions to decide. Is the minister right and are MP in Parliament wasting his/her and their own time?
Not exactly, for the financial aid by the national ministry can be quite significant. However, this does
not prevent that at times ministers have issued statements in Parliament (about expected opening
dates, the most notable example being Maarheeze about which the Parliament was informed
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repeatedly of opening dates that eventually turned out not to be met. In addition, the regional
players have no formal position themselves versus the railway parties (both NS and ProRail) which
are commissioned by the national ministry. The national ministry, however, has not proven itself to
provide strong guidance for the railway sector even though it is the owner of both NS and ProRail.
Such guidance is certainly not given where it concerns, from a national perspective, relatively small
scale new stations. Moreover, the national level certainly does not initiate plans for new stations
itself.
Formally, the minister must allow any new station to be developed, but in reality, the minister
simply takes over the recommendations of ProRail in this light. If ProRail sees fit for the station to be
realised, the minster agrees. The financial contributions by the national level could be considered as
some production power, but it should not be forgotten that this contribution is not obligatory (!).
That is to say: The regional and local governments can decide to refrain from applying for a national
subsidy and finance new stations themselves. Taking these elements together, the production power
of the national level is qualified as ‘some’.

5.2.2 The regional level
The regional level consists of provinces and city-regions. They are true entrepreneurs for new
stations. Usually regional governments have masterplans for the development of the transportation
network including the realisation of several new stations. They assume leadership in projects for new
stations and, moreover, invest considerable financial resources towards their realisation.
In some areas, where a city-region and a province share jurisdiction, both can be active in the
development of one and the same station. This has been the case for Maarheeze. It had detrimental
effects for the development of the project, because the leadership was not clearly defined.
Moreover, the political support especially from the provincial level is best described as a flashlight
going on and off continuously: Where ironically the provincial decision not to develop a station in
Maarheeze proved to be the turning point in the realisation of the station, eventually the provincial
government spent several million euros as subsidy on the station. In the case of Westervoort, the
provincial government chose not to play a role in the development of the project and left it to the
city-region. In the case of Sassenheim, no ‘double jurisdiction’ applies.
Nevertheless, even though in cases provinces and city-regions can work against each other, they
are the parties taking the initiative for new stations. However, this is not matched by a high level of
production power. As said, their financial contributions are highest of all, but apart from that they
possess no other production power. That makes them very dependent on other actors which do
possess these production powers.
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5.2.3 The local level
The local level consists of municipalities. In practically all instances they are staunch supporters of a
new station in their constituencies. This is perhaps not so surprising as a new station in the first place
implies better accessibility for the locality itself. In addition, for local politicians it is a nice project to
demonstrate leadership and ability. Even so, they leave the project leadership to the regional
government and their financial contribution is modest. They nevertheless in cases exert strong
opinions on, for example, the exact location for the station e.g. in the case of Westervoort where a
strong link was made by the municipality between the masterplan for the town centre and the new
station. Admittedly, this master plan was adapted to integrate the new station and costs for the
master plan were borne by the municipality. Otherwise, except for the costs for adjustments in the
nearby infrastructure (parking spaces, bus stop), municipalities seem to expect to get stations almost
for free.
Municipalities, however, exert some production power in the form of their spatial powers. They
are at the pinnacle of power controlling land use and permits for construction works. A new station
always requires a construction permit to be issued. Moreover, the municipality must cooperate in
integrating the station with the surroundings (accessibility by road, bike sheds, etc.). Theoretically,
this power can be overruled by a provincial government. This is a rare event. The option has not
existed for a long time yet, but it seems not to relate well with the typically Dutch consensus culture.
Their position seems not to be in jeopardy. Municipalities thus possess a moderate level of
production power.

5.2.4 Infrastructure manager (ProRail)
The only infrastructure manager in the Netherlands is ProRail. That means that it governs a rail
network several thousands of kilometres in length. At the same time ProRail has to lead large scale
projects of supra-regional or even national scale and projects of a more local scale such as new
stations. Naturally, ProRail has, like any organisation, constraints to its organisational capacity, so it
cannot do all projects at once and at the same time. In terms of the development of new stations
ProRail has a rather passive stance. New stations are not the projects the organisation can show off
with in the public realm, and, importantly in terms of priority setting, there are plenty of stations on
demand by local and regional governments from which to choose. This explains why ProRail perhaps
cannot be expected to meet local demands as quickly as some regional and local politicians might
wish to see.
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The infrastructure manager has most production power of all. Its cooperation in a station
project is vital, because without the support of ProRail no alterations whatsoever are possible to the
rail network. It is the only party with the legal right to make changes to the existing railway network
(a new station is considered such a change), either by itself or in commissionership. It also implies
that ProRail is required to cooperate with governments, which does not mean simply accept all their
demands. On the contrary, ProRail has proven itself rather a strict enforcer of norms.
Most of the minimum norms to which new stations must comply have been established by
ProRail itself, such as the Basisstations norms (minimum quality standards for new stations). Another
example are the norms for determining whether a new station fits in the existing timetable. In the
case of Westervoort this was a problem. While ProRail simply said ‘no’, the city region tried hard to
convince ProRail of a ‘yes’, even going so far as to hire expertise on the market making an own
calculation on a hypothetic new timetable. The infrastructure manager could not be convinced.
Lastly, the norms for alignment in curves and slopes have also played a role in the case of
Westervoort. These norms are meant for security purposes, but as already discussed, there is a
trade-off with effectiveness and efficiency. Meeting norms usually implies costs, but ProRail does not
bear any costs by itself, so from that perspective ProRail itself has no incentive to lower norms or
make them more flexible. The norms are never evaluated in those terms, at least not publicly.

5.2.5

Operators

The main operator in the Netherlands is NS. This discussion limits itself to that player since the other
operators all reside under regional tenure. Regional governments can simply require the cooperation
of an operator by integrating it in its concessionary arrangements. Except in the case of NS because
that party falls under the responsibility of the national ministry. Which, as said, is not using its
powers (ownership) to move the operator in one or other direction where it concerns the
development of new stations.
At the same time, the NS is a huge economic player in the Netherlands and thus has
considerable power of its own. Similarly to ProRail, it has to deal with thousands of kilometres of
railway tracks on which its trains run, which could explain why local demands for new stations
typically are not welcomed wholeheartedly. Ever since the reorganisation of the railways (with the
separation between operators and the infrastructure manager) NS has not made any proposals by
itself for new stations. It thus follows the demands made on it by local and regional governments. In
terms of production power, NS is in a relatively strong position. Its cooperation in a station project is
essential. NS does not have to give formal approval for the construction of a new station, but it
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would be rather awkward if a regional government finances a new station after the completion of
which NS is not willing to stop its trains at. So, NS is in a position to make demands on new stations.
Being expected by the national ministry to run a commercial business, for NS it simply is a matter of
financial potential, in this case a synonym for feasibility. No traditional cost-benefit analysis is
conducted which incorporates public losses and gains. Instead, in simple terms gains are represented
by new passengers, while costs are represented by lower ticket sales from transit passengers
discouraged by a longer travel time. It the balance is negative, NS is not likely to give its support to
the station implying the abandonment of, or at least a significant delay to the project.
Such feasibility studies are made by NS itself. The results thereof are not (publicly) shared. NS
typically considers data about travel movements as sensitive in the market environment (even
though as of today NS has a monopoly position and does not have to accept any competitor at all)
and is unwilling to share those publicly. This has the negative side-effect that local and regional
governments are not always likely to be convinced that indeed there is too little feasibility for one or
other proposed station. This may lead to on-going belief on behalf of the parties having the initiative
for development in trying to keep the station on the agenda (with due delays included). It is not
known whether NS gives recommendations to municipalities for raising the feasibility potential of a
new station.

5.2.6

Conclusion

The twofold hypothesis for administrative complexity is:
1. More than two actors are involved in the development of a new station

This hypothesis clearly has been found true for all investigated cases. At the minimum four actors are
required in any station project: the regional government leading the project, the municipality for its
spatial powers, ProRail in its role as exclusive controller of the railways and NS in its role as
monopolist operator. Obviously, these four actors do not always agree on station development. In
relation to the second hypothesis for administrative complexity, this turns out to be a serious cause
for delays. This second hypothesis is:
2.

Production power is not centred in those parties that are in control of transport
(including infrastructure) policy, implying the involvement of additional actors

The above section describing the role of each actor and its instruments in station development
(production power) can be summarised in the following figure:
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Actor
National government
Regional government
Local government
ProRail
NS

Initiative (level)
Low
High
High
Low
Low

Production power
Moderate
Low
Moderate
High
High

Figure 5.2: the dispersal of production power among participating actors

Interestingly, those parties taking the initiative for new station are those parties with the lowest
levels of production power. As such, these parties are highly dependent are other actors (which do
have the missing production power), in the first place ProRail and NS. If one of these parties does not
want to continue to realise the station, it is inconceivable that the station be realised. Being in this
position these parties are able to make demands without any risks involved. As has been shown, the
national ministry is the only party which can formally command and control ProRail and NS but in
practice turns out to leave these parties to conduct a very independent course of action. Demands
that are made (in terms of a minimum number of expected passengers or a maximum alignment in
the slope etc.) have a major to potential to cause delays to station projects.

5.3 Exploitation potential reviewed
The hypothesis that was formulated for the exploitation potential of new stations was:
1. Proposed new stations suffer from a lack of spatial-economic viability (number of passengers
to be expected from the near vicinity too low, or underestimated)
In the three cases discussed it is clear that the station of Westervoort at no time suffered from too
low feasibility. Also in the case of Sassenheim feasibility did not play a significant role, especially later
in the project. However, the initiative for the station was started somewhat prior to the fusion of
three municipalities into one. One of the ‘old’ municipalities (Warmond) for some time persisted in
developing the station on the Warmonderdam. This location suffered from too low feasibility of
which the regional government could convince the municipality relatively early in the project.
In the case of Maarheeze, feasibility has played a very important role. In hindsight, it can be said
that Maarheeze has always hovered on the edge between positive and negative feasibility. Repeated
investigations showed either a small plus or a small minus. This explains the at times lacklustre
cooperation of the operator NS. An important role in this respect was played by the SSM which was
able to convince NS of the P+R potential for a station on an out-of-town location, n.b. a location that
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was investigated to have lower feasibility than the inner-town location (!) This process, however, has
taken many years.
The next two elements of the feasibility hypothesis apply where low feasibility has been a
problem, so in this case only Maarheeze:
2. Insufficient spatial programmes are proposed nearby a proposed station location to increase
the exploitative viability thereof.
3. Insufficient supporting measures in the sphere of mobility policy (feedering bus services,
parking policy, mobility management) are taken to increase the exploitative value of new
stations.
In a way it is striking that considering the fact that feasibility was such a problem for Maarheeze the
municipality (which strongly advocated for the station) did not do anything to raise the feasibility of
the station. Not a single home was erected which could increase the amount of expected passengers.
This otherwise is core business for municipalities. Of course, the (home)building sector in the
Netherlands currently does not have good prospects due to the financial crisis, this was not so at the
time the station was in development. That it can be done is proven by another case, in fact one of
the earlier cases in this research: Amsterdam Science Park. Of course, Amsterdam as a municipality is
in an altogether different league than the small municipality of Cranendonck. Nevertheless,
Amsterdam succeeded in convincing a wary NS of the attractiveness of a station near Science Park
after disowning several sports fields and subsequently developing housing.
The only thing recorded in our study in terms of feasibility-raising for Maarheeze has been the
involvement of a nearby bus transporter which was considering to have the site near the new station
developed as a hub for nationwide travellers. It was thought that perhaps some of the incoming and
outgoing travellers could be carried by rail, which would save the bus transporter several bus trips.
Eventually, another site was chosen to this effect. According to those involved, this did not
contribute to convincing the operator of sufficient feasibility, the P+R discourse on the out-of-town
location, however, did.
Apart from spatial developments, another typical way to improve feasibility is to link other
public transport modes to the station. This has been the topic of intense discussion in Maarheeze.
Clearly, the NS wanted the bus services on the same corridor adjusted to feed the new station. From
a cost-effective perspective this idea makes sense. However, it was precisely the municipal council
which for a long time persisted in refusing all too dramatic changes to the bus network. Obviously,
this did not stimulate the NS in continued support for the project.
Also in the case of Sassenheim some scepticism is justified. The municipality itself added to
delay on the project by not being able to garner sufficient public support for the station plan and for
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consequently losing time on the adaptation of spatial plans, deconstruction works and construction
works on the tunnel railway crossing.

5.4 Investment costs reviewed
The hypothesis with regard with regard to design standards and investment costs has proved to be
somewhat flawed. This third and last hypothesis was divided in two elements:
1. High costs caused by design standards constrain the development of new stations.
2. Fluctuating costs (upwardly) have a negative influence on the pace of development of new
stations.

The research has shown that there is evidence for both hypothesis, albeit inconclusive. Starting with
the first, it has been seen that on several occasions high design standards led to high costs. In the
case of Westervoort such standards led to the ‘sudden’ realisation on the part of ProRail that the
location that had been developed so far should be forfeited for exceeding maximum allowed levels
of the alignment for curves and slopes. The development on the initial location by that time was
already in a late stage. This ignited a feedback loop to a new round of development (new provisional
design and study). Proposals for an alternative location eventually turned to no effect because the
other parties in the project held on to the initial location. ProRail thus saw itself forced to adapt the
already made designs for the original location and proposed a multi-million mass land excavation
scheme which would eradicate the slope at the site of the station. Eventually, also this plan could be
forfeited because the other parties in the project decided to go for an exemption procedure with the
national inspection for transport matters.
The second part of this hypothesis was only found to be true for Maarheeze. Westervoort and
Sassenheim did not suffer from sudden substantial cost increases. The cost increases for Maarheeze
were impressive and often sudden. For example, the sudden surprise of the points (a site where
trains can change tracks) relocation. After establishing in preliminary research that the relocation of a
nearby points was not necessary, the subsequent design phase showed that it was necessary after
all. In this case, no exemption was possible and an additional €1,5 million had to be incurred.
Ironically, the public tender for the construction of the station was so much overestimated that in
the end the cost increases were almost completely dampened.
Both these issues have caused delay in the project as they ‘rewinded’ the stage the project was
in (the feedback loops in the stage development scheme in figure 2.3). In spite of this, it does not
appear that these costs and standards are so important after all. Most of the interviewees, especially
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those in consultancies, confirmed that costs are not really an issue at all. When the local and / or
regional government decide that they want to have a certain station realised, they will proceed with
it, no matter the costs. Initial high costs may put them off, but rising costs half way do not. That has
mostly to do with the commitment that local politicians make for specific stations. Once they have
committed themselves to it and the first investments are made in preparation (both in terms of
personnel and finances) they find it very hard to retreat from the project.
The case of Maarheeze especially has shown that money is not a problem. The abovementioned surprise requirement of a points relocation led to huge discontent in especially the local
council. However reluctantly, eventually all parties swiftly agreed to raise their share of the financial
contribution. Some time was lost as in all assemblies this must be talked about, thought over, and
voted upon, but eventually the budgets were raised. So, even though the cost aspect of design
standards does not cause delay, they do cause delay in the sense that they may lead to a situation in
which ProRail rejects one location in favour of another location.
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6 Conclusion and recommendations
This thesis was ignited on the observation that many new stations in the Netherlands are realised at
a very low pace. The path of their realisation seemed full of problems causing delays. The problem
statement of the thesis thus was:
The pace of the development of new regional railway stations in the Netherlands is hampered
by delays.

The aim of the study has been to identify the causes for delay. The research question was:
Which factors lie at the basis of the delays incurred in the development of new regional
railway stations in the Netherlands?

Factors were identified in three strands: administrative complexity, exploitation potential and
investment costs. In every strand a multi-part hypothesis was developed. In order to test the
hypothesis, this study has opted for the research method of case studies. Three such case studies
were performed of stations that were built in the Netherlands around 2010: Sassenheim,
Westervoort and Maarheeze. The study has led to the following conclusions (section 6.1) and
recommendations (6.2).

6.1 Conclusions
In the process of selecting valuable cases, it was acknowledged that no station is equal to another.
That is a result of the fact that any station in a sense is a case sui generis because the exact location
on which the station is supposed to be realised is unique, an aspect that was denominated as ‘local
conditions’. A uniqueness both in terms of the direct spatial surroundings (e.g. space available for
construction of platforms) and the nearby railway infrastructure and the traffic on it (e.g. co-use of
freight trains or intercity services). It has been established that all cases in the selection can be
considered middle-of-the-road in terms of the expected difficulty of realising the particular station.
The stations, among themselves, thus are comparable. The findings for each case can be summarised
in following graph:
Duration Exploitation Adminstrative Investment
(yrs)
potential
complexity
costs
Maarheeze
9½
-Sassenheim
7¾
+
0
Westervoort
8¾
++
Figure 6.1: Scores per station on each independent variable.
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The three stations in our selection needed between 7 ¾ and 9 ½ years to materialise, indeed quite a
long time considering the middle-of-the-road local conditions that applied. A slight correlation can be
established between the factors identified for delay and the output in terms of duration and delay.
The strength of the correlation varies for each hypothesis.
The aspect of administrative complexity was found to be true for all cases. The research has
shown that there is a strong relation with delay. This delay manifested itself in several ways. For
example, all stations suffered some time (Sassenheim) to a long time (Maarheeze) from quarrels on
the exact location choice. Especially Westervoort experienced this problem where a location already
in development was rejected by ProRail for reasons of alignment norms. In the case of Maarheeze
the original location was forfeited for an out-of-town P+R location which convinced several parties to
continue with the project, not in the last place NS. Nevertheless, in a subsequent new feasibility
study for both locations, the original location again won the battle leading to several actors making
another shift or restating their preference for that location. In short, the haggling on location choice
has led to delays in these cases.
An element which functions as an important contributor to on-going discussions such as those
on the location choice is the sheer amount of actors involved in station projects. At least four
different actors participate, two governments (the regional and the local level) and the two parties in
the railways (NS and ProRail). In the background a significant role can be played by national
government. The abundance of actors with interest and preferences stimulates discussion, especially
so considering the fact that those parties vying for new stations do not have the power to realise
those. That is the role of production power.
Production power is an essential contribution to a certain development. Without that
contribution the development cannot be completed. The production power in terms of new stations
is very unevenly distributed among parties. It lies mostly in the hands of parties that cannot be
considered to be very interested in the realisation of relatively small new stations. As such, regional
governments are at the same time responsible for public transport in their regions but not able to
have a station realised without the cooperation of both ProRail and NS. That means that these actors
are in a very strong position to have whatever demands they like (to serve their interests). The
national government which is, theoretically, in control of these organisations (not only as legislator
but also by ownership) is rallying in a discourse of independence of and distance from the parties in
the railway. The national government refrains from exerting its control over ProRail and NS in terms
of new stations. Alternatively, societal pressure is too weak to function as a stimulus to ProRail and
NS for new stations only having local status.
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Interestingly, in terms of exploitation potential, a doubtlessly sufficient potential is no guarantee
for quick station development. The case of Westervoort experienced significant delays in its
realisation even though from the start it was clear that the station had a high economic potential.
Also the case of Sassenheim showed a positive feasibility, at least for its eventual location. The case
of Maarheeze has shown, however, that a questionable feasibility can lead to long delays. The
exploitation potential for a station in Maarheeze has been a bone of contention for many years. It
has been especially difficult to convince the NS of positive feasibility, a process in which the SSM
played an important and well recognised role (ED, 2004, 2006) by suggesting an alternative location
for the station with good potential for P+R development.
Interestingly, no significant proposals were done by the municipality (in control of spatial
powers) to improve the feasibility of the station. Municipalities, traditionally strong supporters of a
new station in their jurisdiction, are at the pinnacle of power in terms of spatial planning. As such,
they are in a position to raise the exploitation potential of a certain location. It could do this by
building housing or (small) offices, mobility management, parking prices, etc. None of this, however,
has been done in the case of Maarheeze.
In terms of (sudden) cost increases, only the case of Maarheeze experienced those. The
hypothesis was thus not found to be true for Westervoort and Sassenheim. The case of Maarheeze
on several occasions experienced substantial cost increases. One of the most fundamental of those
was the realisation in the design phase (development stage) that at the intended location a points
had to be relocated costing €1.5 million. The cost increase was a surprise to all actors, most notably
the regional governments (both the province and the city-region) and the municipality. Some time
was lost in finding additional budgets and have these approved in all the assemblies. Not to mention
the fact that ‘surprises’ such as these definitely soured relations between the project partners.
Ironically, the cost increase of the points relocation was dampened completely by a better-thanexpected public tender for the actual construction of the station rendering the budget-raising scene
in essence useless.
Nevertheless, several interviewees have indicated that money in most cases is not a problem
after all. And so that cost increases are not very problematic. This has to do with the fact that at
some point a station acquires such a state of development that the initiating parties feel that there is
‘no way back’. This feeling can be explained by the reasoning that it would be a waste to stop
projects for which already money has been spent. A more negative interpretation could be that a
station project becomes so entrenched in local politicians that the project is personified in them and,
as such, closely related to the electoral success in the next round of elections. In the same vein, the
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station could have been a ´promise´ to society before the elections after which the promise must be
held.
An important other aspect about costs should be made about the role of ProRail. As has been
clear from the above, this organisation plays an essential role in station development. In fact, it is the
only party which is allowed to change the railway infrastructure. A new station is considered such a
change. By all its actions most notably that of setting norms ProRail has an enormous influence on
the cost layout for new stations. Nevertheless, no finances of its own flow into new stations.
Governments pay the bills for new stations, most notably the regional ones. That means that ProRail
itself can be expected to be rather careless about costs. One way which this manifests itself is in the
contracts (agreements) signed between ProRail and governments. In an agreement between ProRail
and a municipality presented to us by one of the interviewees, it could be seen that In the section on
costs it was determined that “all costs” that must be made by ProRail in order to realise the station
are to be borne by the municipality. ProRail has confirmed this is standard practice for all projects it
performs. As such it has no financial incentive to reduce costs. That is significant in a sense that there
is thus also no incentive for ProRail in the earlier discussed trade-off between minimum (security)
standards and the costs (not only in terms of finances) and as such is likely to favour maximum
security (regardless of costs).
To conclude it can be said that most of the hypothesis that were developed for this study have
been found true if applicable. The hypotheses on administrative complexity generally were held to
be true. The hypothesis on exploitation potential was in fact only relevant for one case; in the other
two cases there has not (significantly) been a discussion on exploitation potential. For the one case in
which it was applicable, it was nevertheless found to be true. The hypotheses on investment costs
were found to be true but at the same time not to be an important contributor to delays. The next
section goes one step further by giving recommendation for improvements.

6.2 Recommendations
How can the development of stations be organised so that it less likely to be hampered by delays?
This is in fact a corollary to the research question which leads to the formulation of
recommendations. The recommendations are principally addressed to all actors in the field and
follow logically from the conclusions that were drawn in the above.

1) Choose a definitive location early (and stick to it)
As has been demonstrated, haggling over the location for the station in some cases contributed to
delays in the development of the station. In fact, what happens is that the next step towards
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development is not initiated as long as the quarrel persist. Apart from an early joint location choice,
it is important to stick to that location. Any new location is likely to require new studies in terms of
feasibility and design which require additional time and costs.

2) Do not rely on quick scans for cost estimations (but rather a profound study)
A quick scan is appealing because there are low costs involved in them. It might be considered a
success if on the basis of the quick scan the next stage of development can be initiated. Nevertheless,
there are risks involved in a sense that a quick scan is only, what is says, a quick scan. This may lead
to omissions which sooner or later are bound to surface with due results such as cost increases, the
requirement to do additional studies or a changing focus to an altogether new location.

3) Re-evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the (design) norms set for new stations in
terms of the trade-off between security and affordability
As said, there is a trade-off between norms for safety and security and the costs involved in meeting
these norms. A discussion on those norms set by ProRail (in terms of alignment of curves and slopes,
fitting in timetables, basic station quality) could be instrumental. Currently, these norms prevail
which has, as shown, serious repercussions for the development of station projects. ProRail is in a
position to pose these norms without any risks because the regional and local governments have no
formal position to enforce anything on behalf of ProRail. Furthermore, ProRail is completely
insensible to costs that must be made to meet these norms, because these are not borne by ProRail
itself. The national ministry (as legislator and owner) is the only party in a position to give guidelines
to ProRail but, at least in the sphere of new stations, refrains from doing so. An evaluation of the
norms in which the balance between safety and security on the one hand, and effectiveness and
efficiency (affordability) on the other could result in more sensible norms.

4) Minimise participating actors in station projects
It has been demonstrated that many actors participate in station projects. Some of them could be
conceived to be outside the project development. In the first place this goes for municipalities. Even
though their participation in the project is required for their spatial powers, there is no reason they
should mingle in the day-to-day project development. How bad is it for a municipality if it does not
have its voice heard? Considering the division of competences and production power it is likely that a
municipality does not get its way anyway. Apart from that: a municipality receives a new station at
very few costs for the municipality, so it would be reasonable to suggest that its financial
contribution be mirrored in a more distant project involvement.
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It goes almost without saying that in cases where both a city–region and a province have
jurisdiction it is probably wisest if one the actors simply leaves the project to the other. There is little
reason to suspect that the other would jeopardise the interests of the other actors since both are
basically responsible for the same in this field: regional public transport. That interest is not
necessarily different for a city region as for a province. To prevent competition between the actors, it
would be best if one of the two simply stepped out of the project.
Another actor that could be forfeited is the national government. In some cases there is a
dependency on the national actor for its financial contribution. This dependency can be overcome by
investing in the station by the regional (and local) governments themselves. For example, in the case
of Maarheeze there was a constant gaze to the national level for a substantial financial contribution.
As Boertjes indicated: the dependence on a financial contribution by the national government leads
to insecurities for the project. This in turn leads to uncertainties at the level of the actors running the
project, causing to halt decision-making (2009). Regional and local authorities can position
themselves more independently and finance new stations themselves. This happened in the case of
Westervoort.
To sum up this subsection, an eloquent quote by the chairman of the city-region ArnhemNijmegen can be used, indicating that administrative complexity is not always a problem of ‘others’
but that any participant is an integral part of itself:
“Excessive administrative complexity, this is what you are yourself. Do not consider it something
that is external. You are part of the problem, and so you are also part of the solution.” (Twynstra
Gudde, 2007, translation by author)
5) Indications by national government to ProRail and NS
The development of new stations knows quite a lot of dependencies, especially on the parties in the
railways, ProRail and NS. It would be instrumental if the parties responsible for regional public
transport also had the tools to organise that public transport. In terms of the development of new
stations, regional governments do not have these tools. This thesis is, however, not going to give
recommendations on a different institutional layout for the sector. This has not been the topic of
research and, moreover, it will have other ramifications far beyond the development of stations
alone. Nevertheless, we feel that part of the problem could be taken away if the national
government would take its role more seriously and act towards ProRail and NS when desirable (e.g.
when station projects collapse or are in the doldrums). If the national legislator feels it cannot leave
this role to the regional governments it should take the responsibility to take the role itself and not
leave it unused.
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6) If feasibility is questionable, be creative to raise feasibility
In cases where feasibility is only just sufficient or just below that level: be creative in raising
passenger potential. This could be done by more strict feedering of the regional bus network. Cut
direct lines and ‘feed’ the new station. Another option could be the use of mobility management:
start a campaign with local employers trying to tempt their employees to use public transport (and
hence also the new station). Furthermore, raise parking prices in the city / town centre or even
better, the parking prices in a neighbouring city (although that in most cases is in another
jurisdiction). Higher parking prices make the use of the railways relatively more attractive. Finally,
and strongest: Initiate spatial developments in terms of housing or (small) offices. These are very
likely to lead to a higher amount of passengers to be expected as users of the new stations. All these
measures could possibly raise the exploitation potential of a new station, making it more attractive
for NS to cooperate.
These six recommendations will, if implemented, not be a wizard formula for quicker station
development. Nevertheless, they could definitely be effective in accelerating the development of
new stations in the Netherlands.
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7 Epilogue
This section sketches some of the specifics of the process during which this thesis has been
completed. Even though the result reads as a continuous line, in reality the research went through
several different stages with different scopes. Section 7.1 zooms in on the many alternative case
selections that this thesis has known. Lastly, section 7.2 spends some afterthoughts on the results of
this project.

7.1 Alternative case selections
This study has known many case selections in the process of its completion. Initially, it has been an
objective to compare the development of new stations not only in the Netherlands but also in
Germany. The idea was that in Germany the development of station projects was significantly higher
paced than in the Netherlands. By comparing Dutch and German cases critical success factors could
be enlightened for the swift development of station projects. However, reality turned out to be more
nuanced. Also in Germany many stations suffer from long delays.
Another difficulty in selecting cases in Germany was that it would add another complex
institutional arrangement (in terms of rules, procedures, actors, etc.). The organisation of the
railways is highly complex, both in the Netherlands and in Germany. Nevertheless, the arrangements
between the two countries differ. The research had to face these differences in order not to have the
case comparisons interfered by this aspect. Neutralising the effect of two different complex
institutional arrangements was a task too challenging. These reasons combined led us to eliminate
the German cases.
Also in the Netherlands more cases were once under investigation. However, similar to the
German-Dutch comparison, the local conditions on which projects develop, varies to such an extent
that is has proven to be hard to standardise. Each case to a high extent is a case sui generis. That is
not to say that no lessons can be learned from them, as can be from the three cases in the final
selection. Those latter cases have remained after deleting all other cases some of which were more
‘successful’ in terms of the pace of development. The three cases finally selected in fact are the
‘worst case scenarios’ in many respects. The idea is that with these cases most problems related to
station development could thus be investigated. Still, the evidence from stations that were
eventually left out of the case selection has been used in the development of hypothesis and in a few
instances it provided good examples of how station projects could be conducted with more success.
In the end, three cases were left in the case selection. We feel that this has been too little. Some
of the hypothesis were not applicable for all stations, even further diminishing the relevant cases in
which the hypothesis can be tested. There is room for additional research in this respect. It would be
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especially interesting to do cases studies for stations that were realised in easy local conditions or
alternatively very hard local conditions. Is there a causal relation between the weight of such local
conditions and the time needed for stations to be realised?

7.2 Afterthoughts
As has been abundantly clear from the conclusions, if the railway parties NS and ProRail do not want
something in terms of the development of new stations, it does not happen. Regional nor local
governments are capable of enforcing development of any kind. Of course, it could be that NS and
ProRail are not necessarily against some kind of development (although sometimes they are), the
priority it has for them (being national players with multiple thousands of kilometres of railways to
care for) rests entirely on a lower level than it has for e.g. a municipality which jurisdiction is limited
to the municipal boundaries. If it is looked at from that perspective, the unwillingness of ProRail and
/ or NS to cooperate might merely be a question of priority.
However, although it is very difficult to prove, there is some evidence that the parties in the
railways have at times either abused their power position or dogged behind the rules (norms) they
set up themselves. This is, however, an interpretation that cannot be defended by this thesis alone.
What this thesis has demonstrated is that NS can be adamant about a norm for the minimum
amount of new passengers required which is not met by some 40% of all current stations. Moreover,
the norm is very random in a sense that it is taken in complete isolation from other more costrelated aspects, such as whether an additional train set is needed to fulfil the exploitation of the line
(ceteris paribus). Lastly, NS is not very transparent about the research that is conducted in which
these norms are tested. A little more openness on behalf of NS could be very instrumental in terms
of convincing other actors of a lack of exploitation potential. This could also be taken as a starting
point for a discussion with the other actors how to raise the potential of the station.
ProRail for another has proven very rigid in procedural terms. Norms have been established by
itself for the development and design of new stations. Such norms can lead to grotesque plans
(Westervoort) but also to smaller problems which are definitely not less significant. It could be
argued that such procedural strictness is used to fend off a tsunami of enthusiastic municipalities
vying for a great many stations. That is, however, probably besides the mark. Interviewees both in
and outside the organisation have argued that the procedural strictness is probably more of a
cultural reason. Which is: a culture to reduce risks. Where development means taking risks (things
are changing), keeping all the same keeps matters at routine. Here lies ample opportunity for further
research in terms of the role of organisational culture.
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This thesis has been rather negative about the role of ProRail in station development. However,
without diluting the conclusions and recommendations of this study, some caution about the verdict
on ProRail is required as it is had substantial amount of negative publicity in recent years (see e.g. the
report of the Netherlands Court of Audit, December 2011; and a reaction by the interest group for
public transport travellers Rover, 2011). Most of this totally unrelated to project development but
rather to daily operations. Especially in winter seasons when in recent years days of complete
breakdown seemed impossible to prevent, the negative emotions about ProRail surfaced. The fate of
ProRail (which is ultimately in the hands of Parliament) is very unsure at the time of writing these last
words (see e.g. SpoorPro, 2012). This uneasiness is probably not going to be a stimulus to shy away
to some extent from the risk aversion so pervasive in the culture of the organisation today. To
illustrate the emotions which ProRail can evoke in a station project, one of our interviewees termed
ProRail a “Kafkaesque mobsters” organisation. Strong feelings that were mirrored in more than one
interviewee.
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